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 TOURNAMENT OUTLINE 

WORLD TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS: MISSION STATEMENT 

The mission of the World Team Championship is to make nation vs nation Warhammer 

40,000 team-play a globally relevant competition in all its forms. To effectively and 

efficiently administer, develop, showcase and promote competitive Warhammer 

40,0000, while creating a positive and respectful environment where the event can grow 

to meet the evolving needs of the players and the global WH40K community.  

DATES AND SCHEDULE 

For the location, dates and schedules head on over to the WTC website: 

http://worldteamchampionships.com/ 

GENERAL TOURNAMENT OUTLINE 

1. The WTC 40K is an 8 player Team Tournament. 
2. 2000 pts Armies, 8th edition WH40K, Matched play rules 
3. Armies have to be fully painted and based and be WYSIWYG (see basing document in case 
there is a question regarding, or have your captain approve basing that might stray from the 
norm on the Captains council forum). Models that are not official, do not fit the WYSIWYG pro-
file, or considerably deviate from the norm MUST be presented at the 40K Captains Council 
(with pictures or links to pictures preferably), at least a month PRIOR to the tournament and 
meet an approval from the REFEREE CORPS (or alternatively a majority of Captains) before they 
can be used at the tournament. Threads can be opened in the captains section on the War-
hammer forums, and captains can assume that their players armies are OK’ed if an approval 
note from the referees is given within the topic, no other objections from captains were raised 
and the thread was started within the deadline. If objections were raised assume the mod-
els/armies in questions cannot be used unless a written statement says otherwise in the forum 
thread. Any models like this in use at the WTC without prior consent will be up for an immediate 
infraction notice (yellow card) for each game, and models will be pulled from the table where 
this is applicable, unless original stand-in models can be produced on the spot (for LOS purposes 
or otherwise). 
4. Teams will be matched by swiss system after the first round. First round will be randomly 
drawn by means of the magic fingers of the Chairmen, or their proxies via Skype or in live fash-
ion, and announced well ahead of the event so the first round can be prepared more intensely, 
as has been customary these last few years. Challenges can be sent to other teams for the first 
round, as long as the challenge is accepted by both captains, and this is formalized with a forum 
post that is plain to see for everyone. Challenges need to be announced on the captain’s forums 
before the draw deadline. See the Planning later in this document for precise dates. 
5. Battles last a maximum of 4 hours, in addition to the 30 minutes set aside for pairings (4.5 
hour rounds). 
6. Battles will take place on 72"x 48" tables with preset terrain. Advanced Battlefield Terrain 
rules are in effect. 

http://worldteamchampionships.com/
http://worldteamchampionships.com/
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7. Official language of the tournament is English. Players must have their relevant rules available 
in English at the WTC. This includes things like Tactical Objectives and psychic powers and other 
gaming attributes. It is perfectly acceptable to carry around a digital source for rules material. 
(A printed/tablet version of the codex/FAQs would be acceptable of course) 
8.  Publications released later than June 19th 2019 may not be used at the WTC for building ar-
my lists. FAQ’s submitted by GW later than June 26th will not be in use at the WTC. We will try 
to have a final WTC FAQ out before that date as well, but will implement small errors or over-
sights that occur pas those dates. 
9. The matched play beta rules and guidelines for events are in use. The rule of 3 is applied to 
the datasheet name, even if the datasheets between different books would have different op-
tions/rules. For instance, for the rule of 3 an Adeptus Astartes Terminator unit would count the 
same as a Grey Knight Terminator unit. The same applies to a Blood Angel Captain, a death-
watch watch master, a wolf lord, a dark angels master and a codex:SM Captain for instance.  
10. The update for Index: Renegade Knights can be used at the WTC. The update can be found 
via THIS LINK. 
11. The Vigilus books can be used, special Detachments are in play. 
12. Chessclocks are mandatory each game at the WTC. Each time is required to bring 5 
chessclocks with them. See chessclock management lower in the document for details regard-
ing. 
13. The Psychic Awakening books are in use. 
14. Units of legend, even those that have pointscosts listed in CA2019, but that do not appear in 
a codex, cannot be played at the WTC. 

  

https://whc-cdn.games-workshop.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/ENG_Index_Renegade_Knights.pdf
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SENDING IN A TEAM 

TEAM FORMATION 

If you are interested to bringing a new team to the WTC, you should make yourself 
known on the WTC Forum in the general 40K section. One of the admins will then get in 
touch with the details. In general though, if you want to go to the WTC with an existing 
team, you need to follow whatever protocol an existing team has put in place to make 
the team. Get in touch with your captain regarding that. It shouldn't be too hard to 
come by that info. The way WTC Captaincy works is that only the current Captain can 
announce his successor. That being said, if there is demonstrable proof that a captaincy 
is taken ‘hostage’ by an individual or group of people, and that a predefined system for 
selecting a certain country’s representation/captaincy status is not being followed, the 
WTC TO group will investigate and can decide to overrule and transfer captaincy status 
to the rightful party. 
 
New teams will be given access to the dedicated sections so they can be part of the pro-
cesses involved and can get directed help if so needed. 
 
A 40K WTC Team consists of a minimum of 8 playing members. Of which at least 4 need 
to be able to show a record of nationality for representing a given country. For more in-
fo on what this entails, please refer to the WTC Charter. A 9th non-playing member may 
also attend the tournament to act as a coach or assistant for the team. The Team must 
have a nominated Captain (either playing or non-playing). A team may have additional 
roles or non-playing members, but they all need to adhere to the same restrictions and 
regulations that are put in place for non-playing team members. 
 
Throughout the year, a Captain is the voice of his team and acts in their stead for all of-
ficial communications and votes that are required. At the WTC, The Team Captain is ul-
timately responsible for the conduct of his/her Team and for pairing their Team each 
round, submitting results, and can be called in for a 40K Captains Council in certain situ-
ations. The Captains are also responsible for checking all the rows and tables for any dis-
crepancies in terrain density and placement before the start of the tournament, and for 
organising their teams to check the final submitted rosters (at least 3 other countries) 
prior to the event.  
 
A non-playing Team Member is allowed to: 
1. Be the Team Captain 
2. Do/assist the Pairings 
3. Collate and submit Team Results 
4. Ask questions about how the game is going (only in English, see below) 
5. Tell their player how their team is doing and if they require a win/draw/loss from this 
game 

http://aquilla.xobor.com/
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A non-playing Team Member is not allowed to: 
1.Give Tactical advice (they may not tell their player ‘how’ to get that win/draw/loss!) or 
interject in any way on in-game situations like forgetting that their player forgot to con-
solidate. If they perceive situations like that, especially in the case where players must 
do something but forget to, they can call for the game to be stopped, and then get a 
judge to rectify the situation. 
2. Speak to their Team player in their native language. Speaking to their team members 
in the English Language is allowed as it is the tournaments official language (Not talking 
in English will be seen as interference with the game and is subject to a yellow card in-
fringement type if reported).  
3. Any of the 9 team members may perform a player replacement: play a game with any 
of the 8 armies submitted by the team in replacement of another team member for the 
duration of a whole round. Replacement during rounds (ie when games have already 
started) will not be allowed except under extraordinary circumstances validated by a 
joint decision by the head referees. A Captain must petition this change before the head 
referees. Any breach of these rules is to be brought to the immediate attention of a 
Referee. 
4. Once players are at their tables at the start of any given round, it is not allowed within 
a team to share info on matchups or tactics by means of cellphones or other devices ei-
ther. Any breach of this rule that gets noticed will see all offenders on the team admon-
ished with an immediate yellow card. 

ARMY COMPOSITION 

What follows are the rules for composing an Army at the European Team Championships (WTC) 
2018. There seem to be a lot of misconceptions so let's get down to basics first: 
 
Army rules 
When an Index calls out certain Armies and bestows a benefit for having an 'Army Of …', like is 
the case for an Army of Thousand Sons or an Army of the Deathguard, it will affect all the mod-
els on the detachments level that meet the requirements and consist of models with the right 
keywords. For instance, a roster that combines Deathguard and Thousand Sons detachments 
will allow the models in each detachment to benefit from Deathguard or Thousand Sons as 
troops for instance, and all associated rules, as long as they meet all the other requirements 
listed to be a ‘Thousand Sons Army’ or a ‘Deathguard Army’.  
 
Faction rules 
There are several factions out there that have an over-arching reach like the Imperium or Chaos 
faction. When such detachments are used, they use up all the other factions they are com-
prised of. For instance, a chaos army featuring a Thousand Sons, Deathguard and Chaos Space 
Marines would use up those three factions for the team. Please note that for the Ynnari faction, 
there can be only one Ynnari build among the Aeldari factions on a team level, and as soon as 
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an army is declared to be a Ynarri army and gains the keyword, the Ynnari faction is used for 
the team as well as any Craftworld/Drukhari/Harlequins factions an Ynnari army might be com-
prised of.  
 
When adding an Astra Militarum detachment to a Genestealer Cult army, do note that the fac-
tion will no longer be available to be taken up by the rest of team, even though the AM de-
tachment faction does not count against the genestealer cult army and keyword restrictions. 
 
Please note that some models have dataslates with keywords across factions like the Ministo-
rum Priest, who has the Adeptus Ministorum and Astra Militarum keywords. Models like that 
can be used in each faction as listed on their datasheet. For instance, a ministorum priest taken 
in an astra militarum army does not take up the Adeptus Ministorum faction slot for the team 
and vice versa, and the datasheet can be used in both armies. For models with overarching 
keywords like Magnus, only take into account his actual faction keyword, in this case Thousand 
Sons. The Team can still have a faction Heretic Astartes Detachment elsewhere on the team. 
Index Factions like the Astra Telepathica with limited datasheets cannot be played as 
standalone factions but belong to their parent faction, in this case Astra Militarum. Unaligned 
units, such as Borewyrm Infestations or the Ambull, may only be used once (by one player) on 
the team level. 
 

GENERAL ARMY COMPOSITION ON THE TEAM LEVEL 

1.Each Faction can only be used once per team. 

 
- Space Marines 
- Blood Angels 
- Dark Angels 
- Space Wolves 
- Deathwatch 
- Grey Knights 
- Legion of the Damned 
- Adeptus Custodes 

- Adeptus Mechanicus 
- Astra Militarum 
- Astra Telepathica 
- Adeptus Ministorum 
- Sisters of Silence 
- Questor Imperialis 
- Inquisition 
- Officio Assassinorum 
- Adepta Sororitas 

- Orks 
- Necron 
- T'au Empire 
- Tyranids 
- Genestealer Cult 

- Eldar Craftworld  
- Drukhari 
- Harlequins 
- Ynnari 

 

- Heretic Astartes 
- Chaos Daemons 
- Questor Traitoris 
- Deathguard 
- Thousand Sons 

As a reference, each book point cost section will list the factions that are available, and each 
book may feature armies with specific common keywords that can be taken as well. 
 
Armies may include several detachments with different factions as long as they share a keyword. For 
any given single detachment, the common keyword cannot be Chaos, Imperium, Aeldari, Ynnari, or 
Tyranids, unless the Detachment in question is a Fortification Network.  When mixed faction 
detachments like this are taken, remember that for army construction all constituent factions used will 
be used by the player and not available for any other players on the team. Remember that daemons 
cannot be used as a Faction in an army and then be summoned via another players reinforcement 
points, or taken in two different armies. Once one army has units of the daemon faction in a list, they 
are locked out of the team composition for the other players. Note that only one player on a team may 
summon daemons if the daemon faction has not been used in a list and more than one player has 
reinforcement points left that are eligible to summon daemons with. The same goes for other factions 
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like using assassins via ‘Operative Requisition Sanctioned’. Only one player may use the faction. This also 
counts for Space Marine supplements as they all count as faction Space marines for WTC purposes. 
 

GENERAL ARMY COMPOSITION RULES ON THE PLAYER LEVEL 

1. Each WTC army will consist out of a maximum of 3 detachments, following all the rules and 
restrictions for Battleforged armies as laid out in the Advanced Rules section. No Forgeworld 
rules or models are allowed at the event, except as stand-ins for models represented in any of 
the non-FW books released for 8th edition. 
 
2. Detachments may freely be taken in a given army. This means you can have two or more 
supreme command detachments in one army andsoforth. 

3. Understrength units can be used but only in an auxiliary detachment. 

4. Once a codex has been released, all index options for a datasheet are void. We do not use 
the flowchart released by GW in their FAQ documents. 

5. The Big FAQ’s and Chapter approved are in effect, and we will be implementing all of the 
beta rules or rule changes at the WTC. For the 3 datasheet limit, this applies to same-named 
datasheets across books and factions. In case of units that can change their battlefield role, like 
Khorne berserkers, they can be taken 3 times in the elite slot regardless of how many times 
they are used as a troop slot in other detachments.  

6. The Vigilus Defiant and Vigilus Ablaze books can be used for the WTC. List special 
detachments used and CP’s spent on your armylist submission.  
 
7. For the purpose of the rule of 3, Captains, Watch Captains, Masters, Wolf Lords, and basically 
all other dataslates that fulfill that same role across codexes, are subject to the rule of 3 as long 
as they have the same statline, even if they have different abilities listed. Special characters are 
exempt from this rule. 
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SCORING AT THE WTC 

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL: VICTORY POINTS 

Victory points scored by each player for his team are cumulative from three parts: objective 
scoring (EW and MOW), tertiairy objectives (STW, FS, LB) and a killpoint differential (up to 6).  A 
tabling does not automatically give a player 20 points. Instead the player who is not tabled 
continues to play the game until natural conclusion. The tabled player scores what VP’s he can 
the turn he is tabled, and then is unable to score objectives, draw new maelstrom cards or 
score VP’s from tactical objective cards in any turns after. 

Game Points 

To determine Game Points, each player counts their victory points, subtracts their opponent's 
victory points and consults the table below. 

VP Differential in favor of 
player 

Game Points Player Score Game Points Opponents Score 

0 10 10 
1-2 11 9 
3-4 12 8 
5-6 13 7 
7-8 14 6 

9-10 15 5 
11-12 16 4 
13-14 17 3 
15-16 18 2 
17-18 19 1 
18+ 20 0 

Apart from the victory points specified in the missions, when you achieve First Strike, Slay The 
Warlord or Linebreaker you get +1 victory points. 

Tactical Objective Cards 

Schemes of War Maelstrom Deck (June 2019 White Dwarf). 
Each player starts with 18 maelstrom cards, of which only 6 cards can be of the ‘score tactical 
objective X’ type. Players have a hand of maelstrom cards (typically 5), and each turn they can 
choose to activate objectives from their hand into play, of which one can be secret. Objectives 
are then scored and discarded as normally and the process is repeated each battleround. For 
more details see the schemes of war Missionset. 
 
Killpoints 
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At the end of the game, players count up Killpoints scored and the player scoring the most KP’s  
adds the differential to his score. For instance, player A scored 12 KP and player B 3, would 
mean player A adds 6 VP’s to his tally for the game. 
 

TEAM LEVEL: ROUND POINTS 

 

A Round between teams consists of 8 individual games. Each game will score a number 
of points as described above. The combined total of all scores from all the players on a 
given team will give the result for the Team as a whole. 
 
A team result consist of the sum of its players game points. 
 
Team result, match points 
86-160 = Win, 2 Round points 
75-85 = Draw, 1 Round point 
0-74 = Loss, 0 Round points 
 
If two or more teams have the same number of Round points (2/1/0) at the end of the 
tournament, game points gained from all battles will be used as tie-breaker. 
 
NOTE: penalties incurred might change the above win conditions. In the cases where 
penalties on round points apply, a difference of ten round points always constitutes a 
win for the team with the ten points difference. If there are less than 10 battlepoints 
between the teams it automatically constitutes a draw on the team level. 
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WTC PAIRING SYSTEM 

PAIRING BASICS 

Captains have 30 minutes before each game to discuss with their team what the best strategy is 
for the round and to work out the pairings for the round. Rounds that start later than the allot-
ted 30 minute mark should be reported immediately to the judges.  
 
Captains roll off to determine which team will get to choose its table first. That team gains the 
“table choice” token. 
 
Sequence of events – Step 1 
Team A and team B secretly choose their defender and reveal them simultaneously.  
After that, Team A and team B secretly choose their two attackers for the given defender and 
reveal them simultaneously. 
Team A takes the two attackers given by team B, and secretly chooses which one is refused. 
Team B does the same with the two attackers selected by team A. The refused Attackers are 
revealed simultaneously and return to the pool of available armies. 
 
At this point, two defenders know their attackers; this identifies two games. Log this on the 
score sheet. The Team with the “table choice” token lets his defender choose the table first fol-
lowed by the defender who's team didn’t have the table choice token. Two tables are now no 
longer available. 
 
Sequence of events – Step 2 
Repeat Step 1 with the difference that the Team without the “table choice” token now be-
comes the owner of this token throughout this pairing step. 

Sequence of events – Step 3 
Change “table choice” token again during this pairing step. This step will identify the remaining 
4 games: 2 games “attacker vs. defender”, 1 game between refused attackers and 1 game with 
the remaining players. 
 
Team A and team B secretly choose their defender and reveal them simultaneously.  
After that, Team A and team B secretly choose their two attackers for the given defender and 
reveal them simultaneously. At this point there is only one last player available remaining in 
each team. These are automatically designated as being the last matchup. Each team 
immediately notes this on their round pairing log-sheet. 
Team A takes the two attackers given by team B, and secretly chooses which one is refused. 
Team B does the same with the two attackers selected by team A. The refused Attackers are 
revealed simultaneously. They will automatically be designated to play the 7th game of the 
round and face each other. Defenders know their attackers; this identifies two matches. Log 
this on the score sheet. Team with the “table choice” token let his defender choose the table 
and then teams alternate choosing tables, starting with the defending players first. 
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LIST SUBMISSION OUTLINES 

PLANNING 

Captains make sure -their teams army lists are submitted on the forum by 23:59 CET on list 
submission date.  
 
After list submission deadline, each country will be assigned 3 other countries to check for er-
rors. Teams have about one week to do this and two days to make necessary corrections (if 
any). Teams that meet those deadlines and submit correct army lists will receive 2 Team points 
(as for one team win) at the end of the tournament. The Head Referees will be in charge of 
overseeing this process. Glaring errors might result in a reduction in points, under the purview 
of the Referees. Making correct lists and submitting them in the correct format should be no 
difficult task for seasoned players. Army lists are first going to be posted on the captain’s forum. 
After the submission deadline they will be published in the public section for all to see.   
 
To summarize for 2020 
Document deadline: June 19th for codex releases, June 26th for FAQ’s from GW (all FAQ’s from 
GW released until June 26th are played and accepted at the WTC. Publications as of 27th on are 
disregarded, except for the WTC FAQ, for which we reserve the right to make small adjustments 
and correct oversights up until list submission date). 
Player Tourneykeeper Subscription: before July 24th. All players need to be subscribed at tour-
neykeeper.net and signed in to the respective tournaments they will be attending) 
Submission of Lists: July 10th  (lists in by 23:59 CEST time at the latest) 
Checking of Lists: July 11th to July 17th (checking done 23:59 CEST time at the latest)  
Final Revisions: July 18th to July 24th   
Round 1 Draw: July 25th (organized by the chairmen per usual, might have neutral supervisors if 
anyone wants to follow the process) and release of army lists on the public forums together 
with the Draw. 
Round 1 Challenges: BEFORE July 25th. Any challenges between teams need to be announced 
and accepted by teams on the 40K captains forum before July 25th otherwise teams will be put 
into the drawing hat as per usual. 
WTC Proper: August 7-8-9 
ESC: August 5-6 
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LIST SUBMISSION TEMPLATE 

1. Each Army list MUST mention which model will be the Warlord. If your Warlord is a character, assign a 
warlord trait to him, or indicate you will roll-off every battle. Add text as a subfix behind the unit's point 
value as follows – WARLORD (Tenacious Survivor). Warlord traits may be changed before the start of 
every game at the WTC but just need to be mentioned as a fallback in case changes are not communi-
cated before the game, so no unfair advantages are gained. In such cases, use the warlord trait as 
mentioned on the armylist. Characters that have fixed warlord traits are of course exempt from 
choosing another warlord trait. 
2. Each Army list MUST mention which basic psychic powers have been assigned to the models or if they 
will be generated freely each round. The same goes for artefacts or relics or equivalents if they are cho-
sen for models. Those that will be generated by CP prior to a battle need not be mentioned on the 
armylist. Such items can be changed before the start of each battle but just need to be mentioned as a 
fallback in case changes are not communicated before the game, so no unfair advantages are gained. In 
such cases, use the things listed on the armylist. Psychic powers may be freely chosen/changed before 
the start of each game but are listed as a fallback. 
3. Each Team Roster must include all the necessary info, meaning player names with the correct army, 
and clearly indicate what detachments are taken and how many command points each detachment pro-
vides to the player, and all other relevant information for your opponent. In the case of Space Marines 
for instance, it needs to be mentioned which Chapter you are playing, in the case of the Mechanicus, the 
Forgeworld, and so on... In the case of cross-faction detachments, each entry needs to be succeeded by 
their faction or chapter denomination. For instance - Troops: Plague Marines <Deathguard>. The overall 
Army Faction of a roster is always defined by the common keyword of the army. 
4. Team Rosters need to indicate if a coach/assistant spot is filled by the Team.   
5. Every player entry needs to list the country to be able to quickly browse through list. 
6. Every player entry needs to list the tourneykeeper profile NAME and NUMBER used for the player 
when registering for the WTC on tourneykeeper.net. 
7. Detachments from a list are separated by double "==" and always mention how many Command 
Points the detachment brings to the army. A total CP number shall be listed on the armylist as well. 
8. All upgrades and options must be shown on any given unit except those that come as standard on the 
model and cost zero points. Any wargear that is chosen (whether it costs points or free) must be listed.  
9. List transports at the bottom of each detachment.  
10. Upgrades to specific models in a complex unit are indicated per model. 
11. Players opting to keep summoning points in reserve need to indicate so clearly, and how many 
points are available, on their army roster. 
12. Players need to list the cards for their schemes of War at the bottom of their army list when submit-
ting lists. These cannot be changed before the start of each game and need to be written out in full, with 
the names of the objectives that are played, not with the numbers. 
13. Players need to list specialist Detachments used on their armylist, as well as CP’s spent to purchase 
said Detachments 
14. Aeldari players need to list which Exarch powers they have replaced for each Aspect Warrior unit in 
their army. This cannot be changed during the tournament, but additional powers may be bought with 
the Exemplar stratagem.  
15. Renegade Knight players need to list the Dreadblade pacts and damnations they have chosen, but 
can freely choose to change them every round at the WTC. 
16. Field Commanders do not need to be listed on the armylist. CP can be spent to make characters field 
commanders during each WTC round, where applicable. 
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17. Adepta Sororita players need to list which Sacred Rites are active at the start of the first battle round  
on their list submission (this may be changed at the start of the battle, but if not communicated clearly 
to the opponent, the default on the army list will be used). 
18. Grey Knight players need to list which Tide are active at the start of the first battle round  on their 
list submission (this may be changed at the start of the battle, but if not communicated clearly to the 
opponent, the default on the army list will be used). 
 
NOTE: It is perfectly fine to simplify the list outline below for detachments that are not complex. You can 
skip noting down all the cratfworld/hivefleet/forgeworld notations and such if there can be no confusion 
in your list. It would be perfectly fine to state the Detachment is Biel-Tan in the Detachment header in-
stead of repeating the craftworld notification for each unit for instance. 

WTC LIST FORMATTING 

What follows is a guide to building your list in the required WTC Format for submission. All Green fields 
are mandatory and must be copied exactly, do not change any formatting. Replace Yellow fields with 
appropriate data.  
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
+ Team: < Optional > 
+ Player: < Optional > 
+ ARMY FACTIONS USED: < Mandatory> - this is where you list factions used as well as which chap-
ters/households/forgeworlds/… these factions take up 
+ SPECIAL DETACHMENTS USED: < Mandatory> 
+ TOTAL COMMAND POINTS: < Mandatory> List all CP spent for detachments as well and list a net re-
maining 
+ TOTAL ARMY POINTS: < Mandatory> 
+ TOTAL KILLPOINTS: < Mandatory> 
+ TOTAL REINFORCEMENT POINTS: < Mandatory> - Put a N/A if they are not relevant for your army or if 
you don’t have any when they are relevant 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
== Type Detachment A, Detachment Faction, Detachment chapter/household/forgeworld/…, Specialist Detachment used == [Total Detachment 
pts] (net CP generated by Detachment) 
Force Org Codes to use: 
HQ: Headquarters 
EL: Elite 
TR: Troop 
FA: Fast Attack 
HS: Heavy Support  
FL: Flyer 
DT: Dedicated Transport  
LOW: Lord of War 
FORT: Fortification  
 
== Type Detachment B, Detachment Faction, Detachment chapter/household/forgeworld/… == [Total Detachment pts] (net CP generated by 
Detachment) 
Codes to use: 
HQ: Headquarters 
EL: Elite 
TR: Troop 
FA: Fast Attack 
HS: Heavy Support  
FL: Flyer 
DT: Dedicated Transport  
LOW: Lord of War 
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FORT: Fortification  
 
== Type Detachment C, Detachment Faction, Detachment chapter/household/forgeworld/… == [Total Detachment pts] (net CP generated by 
Detachment) 
Codes to use: 
HQ: Headquarters 
EL: Elite 
TR: Troop 
FA: Fast Attack 
HS: Heavy Support  
FL: Flyer 
DT: Dedicated Transport  
LOW: Lord of War 
FORT: Fortification  
 
Refined Strategy: #Nr - Card 1 description, … 
 

example of a unit entry: 
<force org code>: <number of models as necessary> <unit name> (<cost>), Squad leader upgrade (addi-
tional points), additional wargear options (additional points) [ <Total Power Level of Unit> PL ] [<Units 
total points cost> pts] 

 
Powerlevel is kept as there is a crossover between ITC and WTC, and it pays for the community to have standardised list format of sorts that 
serves all systems. 

WTC LIST EXAMPLE 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
+ Team:  Kangooroo 
+ Player:  Liam Hacking It 
+ ARMY FACTIONS USED: Orks (Evil Sunz), Orks (Deathskulls), Orks (Bad Moonz) 
+ SPECIAL DETACHMENTS USED: Dread Waaagh Detachment (Deathskulls) 
+ TOTAL COMMAND POINTS: 5+5+5+3-1 = 17CP  
+ TOTAL ARMY POINTS: 1999 pts 
+ TOTAL KILLPOINTS: 19 
+ TOTAL REINFORCEMENT POINTS:  N/A 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
== Batallian Detachment, Orks, Evil Suns == [939pts] (5CP) 
HQ: Warboss (65) w/Attack Squig (0), Big Choppa (5), Kombi-Skorcha (17) - [4 PL, 87pts] 
HQ: Weirdboy (62), Weirdboy staff (0) - [3 PL, 62pts]: Psychic Power: Da Jump 
TR: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
TR: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
TR: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
EL: 10 Meganobz: 9x Meganob (180), 1x Boss Meganob (20), 10x Power Klaw (130), 10x Kustom Shoota (20) - [20 PL, 350pts] 
EL: 10 Meganobz: 9x Meganob (180), 1x Boss Meganob (20), 10x Power Klaw (130), 10x Kustom Shoota (20) - [20 PL, 350pts] 
== Batallion Detachment, Orks, Bad Moonz == [802pts] (5CP) 
HQ: Big Mek w/Shokk Attack Gun (55), Shokk Attack Gun (25) - [4 PL, 80pts] 
HQ: Weirdboy (62), weirdboy staff (0) - [3 PL, 62pts] Psychic Power: Warpath 
TR: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
TR: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
TR: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
EL: 15 Tankbustas: 14 Tankbustas (70), 1 Boss Nob (5), 15x Rokkit Launcha (180) 6x bomb squig (60) - [13 PL, 315pts] 
HS: 15x Lootas (255) 15x Deffguns (0) [13 PL, 255pts] 
== Batallion Detachment, Orks, Deathskulls, Dread Waaagh Specialist Detachment == [258pts] (5-1=4CP) 
HQ: Big Mek w/Shokk Attack Gun (55), Shokk Attack Gun (25), Grot Oiler (4) - [4 PL, 84pts] Relic: Da Souped-up Shokka [WARLORD: Opportun-
ist] 
HQ: Big Mek W/ Shokk Attack Gun (55), Shokk Attack Gun (25), Grot Oiler (4) - [4 PL, 84pts] 
Troops: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
Troops: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
Troops: 10x GrWTChin (30), 10 Grot Blasters (0) - [1 PL, 30pts] 
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Schemes of War for everyone to copy paste on their lists (delete what is not relevant: 
11: Zone Sweep – One even one odd 1VP 
12: Location Secure - Two even objective 1vp  
13: Location Cleared - Two odd objective 1vp  
14: Ground Control - wo even and two odd 3vp  
15: Area Secure - All even 2VP  
16: Area Cleared - All odd 2VP  
21: Secure objective 1 1vp 
22: Secure objective 2 1vp 
23: Secure objective 3 1vp 
24: Secure objective 4 1vp 
25: Secure objective 5 1vp 
26: Secure objective 6 1vp 
31: Defend objective 1 1vp 
32: Defend objective 2 1vp 
33: Defend objective 3 1vp 
34: Defend objective 4 1vp 
35: Defend objective 5 1vp 
36: Defend objective 6 1vp 
41: Advance 1vp 
42: Behind Enemy Lines ½ vp 
43: Hold the line 1vp 
44: Mission Critical Objective 1/2vp 
45: Supremacy 2vp 
46: Domination 5vp 
51: Overwhelming Firepower 1/2 vp 
52: Blood and Guts 1/2vp 
53: No Prisoners 1/2/5 
54: Area Denial  1/2vp 
55: Psychological Warfare 1/2vp 
56: Master the Warp 1/2vp 
61: Kingslayer 2vp 
62: Witch Hunter 1vp 
63: Scour the skies 1vp 
64: Assassinate 1/2vp 
65: Big game hunter 1/2vp 
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DISCIPLINE AT THE WTC 

REFEREES 

The Tournament will be officiated by 3 Head Referees. One from the host nation (normally) and 
two chosen by the WTC Chairmen from available candidates. They will be supported by any 
number of Line Referees, generally provided by the host country. As a general rule, a given Ref-
eree may never rule on a table where their own nation is competing unless both players at the 
table agree that it is OK to do so. A Referees word is usually final, but if a captain does not agree 
with a certain (important) decision he can petition a head ref for another opinion. Abuse of this 
right will not be tolerated. A red/yellow card system will be implemented to handle any dis-
putes/issues (see penalty section below). 

TEAMS FORFEITING 

When an issue, or a complement of issues arises for a team to get to the point like they feel 
they want to concede a round at the WTC, take note of the following course of action. 
 
Head referees will be warned and informed about the situation. If it is a gaming issue between 
two teams the head refs can try to defuse a situation and come to some sort of fair resolution 
for both parties. Head refs and captains of teams are the only involved parties here. There will 
be no onlookers or coaches or other teammembers involved. 
 
If there is a need for it, the head refs or one of the teams can ask for the 40K chairmen to inter-
vene on an issue. This might result when the head refs feel like they are not comfortable taking 
a decision, or if one of the captains feels like the situation is still not treated fairly enough to 
proceed with playing the round, or if the head refs feel like the situation supercedes their au-
thority or mandate. 
 
Chairmen take an informed decision after listening to the three parties: head refs and both cap-
tains. 
 
Chairmen or either of both captains can then escalate to a prompt captains council for an im-
mediate vote on the matter. 
 
If the outcome of any of these is not acceptable to proceed with the round for either captain, 
that team forfeits the round, the losing team scores 0 points and the team left without oppo-
nents gets 90 points. The team that forfeits a round also forfeits their right to a vote the year 
after. There should be no gaming situation that warrants people coming from so far, paying so 
much money, and then not playing a round, and there should be some consequence to teams 
that force that kind of situation, for whatever reason. 
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PENALTIES AT THE WTC 

PRE-EVENT PENALTIES 

Teams need to submit lists in the correct format without errors or lose 'real' points. No excep-
tions, no come backs, no second chances. 
 
After list submission deadline, each country will be assigned 3 other countries to check for er-
rors. Teams have about one week to do this and two days to make necessary corrections (if 
any). Teams that meet those deadlines and submit correct army lists will receive 2 Team points 
(as for one team win) at the end of the tournament. The Head Referees will be in charge of 
overseeing this process. Glaring errors might result in a reduction in points, under the purview 
of the Referees. Making correct lists and submitting them in the correct format should be no 
difficult task for seasoned players. Army lists are first going to be posted on the captains forum. 
After the submission deadline they will be published in the public section for all to see.   
 
Any formatting errors will NOT incur a penalty and this as long as they get corrected IN TIME 
before the list correction deadline has passed (otherwise a -5BP penalty applies). This penalty 
is not so much handed out as a result of not following the WTC format perfectly but more along 
the lines of not properly listing the itemization of models and units. i.e. not stating what options 
they have if there are multiple free or basic options (not listing what type of force weapon 
comes to mind for instance). Not stating the Warlord. Not correctly allocating dedicated trans-
ports to units. Those sort of things. 
 
In the case of an illegal list, - 10 battle points per player will be immediately handed out. Pretty 
self-explanatory. Lists that do not follow the WTC comp rules. There is no excuse for this, as 
teams and captains can freely ask if a given list would be OK well before the WTC starts.  
Changes made to an illegal list will always have to be as minimal as possible. For instance if 
there is a mistake in just 1 of three detachments, you can only change that detachment to 
make your list fully compliant. In the case an army gets invalidated because of this and an en-
tire list needs to be changed, the referee corp might apply additional penalties because of un-
fair advantages gained after list submission. This will be evaluated on a case by case basis and 
motivated before the WTC 40K captains in a debrief. 
 
Not fulfilling list checking duties will see a deduction of -50 battlepoints per team not checked. 
Teams will need to reply to the thread with an OK from their team for the lists of teams they 
are required to check for compliance, even though another team might already have OK-ed the 
check with a post of themselves. No reply post automatically means a penalty. Going over the 
deadlines will also automatically incur a penalty. This will be applied very strictly. Please note 
that the penalty ONLY applies to 1st round checks. This is also overly harsh but listchecking is 
serious business, and as such every team should make the effort to comply. So as an overview: 
every team that needs to check the lists of a given country needs to reply to the thread on the 
forums with either an OK or with their findings to correct. It is stimulated to help each other 
conform to the norm. For instance someone with some free time could reformat a list that is 
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not fully compliant and post it in the thread to save the referees and the other teams some 
time, but it is also Ok to just post that the formatting is not compliant. 
 
Any checks required as a result of incorrect or illegal lists, will be done by the referee corps to 
make sure it is done quickly and the corrected list are final and compliant. 
 
If tourneykeeper or another similar software is used: 
Any teams who have not signed up their full complement of players in the tournament software 
will incur a pre-event win penalty. Effectively, 2 points will be deducted from their overall score 
at the end of the tournament. This is harsh, but so is making it a pain for the organization. Any 
questions or comments regarding tournament software, contact a chairmen or launch a topic 
regarding. Player profiles need to be INSTANTLY RECOGNISABLE for the referees. Opening a 
profile with the name Awesomedude 1 for instance is not OK. If for some reason players want 
to keep their anonymity, it is fine to refer to yourself as N. Kerr or Neil K. or Scottish Player 1 as 
long as it is easily and instantly traceable from the armylist for instance for those organizing the 
event. In every situation where this is not the case, teams will LOOSE these two GAME points. 
 

EVENT PENALTIES 

All in-event penalties are team cumulative, and will strictly be imposed on the round 
points. As an example, Team A and B have a result of 75-85 in the round, but Team A 
incurred two penalties that round and effectively sit at 65 points. This looses them the 
round. The penalties below are applied incrementally. This means if player A on a 
team gets penalized, then subsequently player B on same team gets penalized, the 
penalty against their Team escalates as the Team has then effectively committed 2 
offenses. This can cause that team to lose a match, it cannot cause the other team to 
win the match (ie, you still need to reach 76 points as the opposing team to draw, and 
86 to win). This can result in a match result of a draw/loss or loss/loss in extreme 
scenarios. 
 
1st infraction - official team warning 
2nd infraction – 5 Round points per team  
3rd infraction – 10 Round points per team  
4th infraction – 15 Round points per team  
.... 

In addition, if an individual player is responsible for 3 infractions during the event, they are ex-
pelled immediately from the WTC event as soon as the 3rd infraction is confirmed by the refer-
ee crew. Any remaining games immediately are allotted a 0-20 score. Additionally, the player in 
question will be imposed with a one year cool-off period and will be expelled from attending 
the next WTC automatically. After that his infraction log will be reset. 
 
The referee crew has the right to escalate any infraction to an immediate expulsion or even life-
time ban from the WTC depending on the gravity of the infraction and the situation that pre-
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sented itself. The WTC referee crew will motivate this decision in their post-event debrief be-
fore the WTC40K Captains. 
 
A list of offenses follows below. Take note that the referee corps main concern should 
always be that games are completed and played. This of course depends on the trans-
gression but normally the focus should always lie on games to be played even if cer-
tain penalties will apply. Everyone payed good money to be at the WTC and to play 
some games so that should be enforced. For example, someone might have modeled 
his entire army in a thematic way but his opponent and the referees agree it falls into 
the realm of modeling for advantage and the player in question does not have enough 
stand-ins available. Referees will force the game to be played and at the end of the 
round apply any penalties that are in place for such transgressions. This way we are 
sure everyone gets their full complement of games in under normal circumstances. 
 
It came to our attention that some games were not played at the WTC but that certain 
players simply ‘agreed’ on the final score without a dice being rolled. This is unac-
ceptable and may have influenced final positioning of other teams. To ensure the in-
tegrity of the tournament going forward, any TEAM that is caught doing this or have 
done this, whether at the event, or retro-actively, and whether or not the action was 
performed by an individual team member without consent from any of the other 
team members, will be punished by imposing a year-long ban to attend the WTC on 
all the players from said team. The captain position of said team will be immediately 
opened up to other willing captains from said nation. Do not take the integrity of the 
tournament lightly… The WTC is the pinnacle of competitive gaming, regarded as the 
World Championships for our hobby, and every team should bear the ultimate re-
sponsibility for ensuring a fair outcome and result for the rest of the tournament at-
tendees.  

LIST OF OFFENCES AT THE WTC 

Time Issues:  
Slowplay is a serious issue, and all games at the WTC should get to their natural 
conclusion by getting to turn 6 within the allotted timeframe. For this purpose, and 
seen that there have been serious time issues at the past two WTC’s, we will 
introduce mandatory use of chessclocks each game, with each player being allocated 
2 hours of gametime (this may be less if the pairing process goes overdue. If so, 
equally divide remaining time over the two players). It is every players responsibility 
to be able to play their army within the allotted time.  
 
We expect teams that take armies that take a while to play to train their teammates 
to use it within the allotted timeframe, or leave said armies at home.  
 
The most important rule to remember is this: 
When starting battle round 4 if there is, collectively, less than 1 hour left on the chess 
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clock, and/or 1 player has less than 30mins, then a referee MUST be notified 
immediately. 
 
Additionally when starting battle round 5 if there is, collectively, less than 30 mins left 
on the chess clock, and/or 1 player has less than 15mins, then a referee MUST be 
notified immediately. 
 
In both cases it will be at the discretion of the referees to decide if a game can be 
completed naturally within the remaining time, or a small extension of up to 5 
minutes will be given per player. 
 
This is to ensure that the chess clocks are used correctly and not to give an advantage 
to a specific player and skew the team results due to poor time management, and not 
to give incentive to players to manipulate time management. If players follow the 
rules above and notify a judge in timely fashion, we can all ensure the game gets to a 
fair conclusion. 
 
If a referee was not involved within any of the stated timeframes, the deathclock rule 
is in place. Penalties will be applied at the discretion of the referees if they feel clocks 
are not managed properly or if players try to abuse time management. For instance, it 
will be standard practice to yellow card players for not bringing games to their natural 
conclusion. In a case where this happens, captains and coaches are obliged to inform 
the referees immediately after the game, if a referee hadn’t already been involved.  
 
Once a player hits their allotted time on the clock, the normal rules for playing the 
game no longer apply (rules such as that you MUST attack when it is your turn to 
fight) and they can take no further actions during the game except in order to: 
A - Make saving throws, and taking a Morale Test if required to 
B - Score objectives that they have achieved or already hold 
 
Chessclock Time Management:  
Refer to the pre-game sequencing to see when players should start the clock. 
General rules are that time can be passed any time when it is the opponent’s 
action/decision making, and is always paused in the event of a rules discussion. We 
don’t encourage a switching between players time for each action that occurs during a 
game like for every armor save that needs to be taken, as time spent this way is 
mostly trivial over the course of the game, though players may always opt to inform 
their opponents they are passing along the time and then pass on the time used on 
the clock if they feel their opponents are taking too long. 
 
When does time start? 
Time starts when the first pregame action or dice roll happens.  
Rules:  
1. Each player is responsible for their own time. It is a player’s obligation to make sure 
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that their time, and their opponents time, is being handled properly. If this is not the 
case, see the penalty outlined above.  
 
2. Any major rule dispute results in a paused time scenario. The time is to remain 
paused until a formal judge is called to the table and resolves the dispute. Time 
allocated this way will be distributed equally amongst both players and deducted from 
their overall remaining time. 
 
3. If a player’s time runs out (2h minus half of stop-the-clock time), they may not 
perform any more actions, regardless of what the BRB rules state. The only exception 
is if they are in the middle of moving a unit, they may finish so that the unit is placed 
legally on the board. As an example, this can include moving a unit in the movement 
phase, finishing moving a unit into assault (note they will not be able to attack), or 
consolidating a unit. Any other action is immediately stopped.  
 
4. If a player runs out of time, the normal game rules no longer apply, and players are 
only allowed perform the following actions: (note that NOT A SINGLE MODEL from a 
player that has timed out shall be MOVED from that point on, except if it is to be 
withdrawn as a casualty) 
 
a.  Making saving throws, and taking a morale test if required to. Special rules like 
‘resurrecting’ models, will NOT apply. Do not MOVE models from their position for 
any reason other than to withdraw them as a casualty. There will be no consolidation 
or pile-ins or anything of the sort. 
b. Scoring objectives that they have achieved or already hold.  
 
The most important rule is rule number 1. This is the most important rule because it 
puts time in your control, and fairly allocates time while players interact. It is each 
player's right to pass the time to his opponent whenever their opponent is making an 
action or spending time making a decision.  
Some examples of this are as follows:  
1. You put 20 wounds on a unit containing multiple special weapons and models with 
different saving throws. Pass the clock to your opponent so he can make decisions 
regarding where to start saving and make the necessary rolls.  
2. Your opponent must make 3 leadership tests after the shooting phase is over. Pass 
the clock to your opponent while he makes these tests and removes models from the 
units that failed.  
3. You destroy a vehicle and your opponent has a large squad inside that he wants 
positioned just right. Pass the clock to him while he disembarks his models.  
 
These examples are limited but show the basic concept. You manage your own time 
and it is up to you to pass the clock. If you burn your own time, it is not your 
opponent’s fault.  
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Excessive rules questions:  
If a player is found to be repeatedly calling referees over for rules questions which are clearly 
answered in any of the relevant game literature including the WTC FAQ, they will receive an 
infraction penalty (this is a form of time wasting). The number of rules calls required to gain 
such a penalty is determined at the discretion of the 3 head referees on a case by case basis - 
this prevents people being penalized for language issues resulting in such questions, and also 
for stops player 'playing the system' and stopping before the threshold for a penalty is attained. 

Dice-, movement- or rules-cheating: 
Any instances of the following, or anything deemed as cheating within similar confines, wit-
nessed by a referee and/or an impartial bystander (i.e. a person not associated in any way with 
either player or team) dice cheating (loaded dice, incorrectly counting the number of passed or 
failed rolls, changing the value of dice rolled, WTC) , movement cheating (moving too far, push-
ing models outside of their regular movement allowance, WTC), rules cheating (forgetting core 
rules for your OWN army and models, WTC), will all result in an instant infraction. It is to be 
considered common practice to let your opponent roll ANY dice you also use during the game 
without the need for consent. Players that have issues with this can opt to use any other set of 
dice they feel comfortable their opponent also uses. In regards to dice policy and “cocked dice”, 
“dice that land on top of each other” or in terrain and such, note that at the WTC the following 
applies: dicerolls will only count when the bottom of the dice surface is entirely touching the 
table or gamemat surface. Re-roll cocked or stacked dice when the event occurs, and re-roll any 
dice that land in terrain or on anything else than the flat table(mat) surface. This includes dice 
landing flat on objective markers. Reroll the dice. The use of dicetrays at the WTC is authorised.  
 
When using GW dice, or any batch of custom dice, players need to ENSURE their dice pips (es-
sentially the number on the dice) can EASILY be distinguished from across the table by their 
opponent. Where this is not the case, players will immediately incur a yellow card infraction 
(you should know better!) and the dice will be removed for the remainder of the tournament. 

 
 
Poor sportsmanship or negative/aggressive attitude: 
Any player or team member seen to be acting in any manner not in-line with the expectations 
of friendly but competitive gaming at the WTC, as to be deemed by any referee in conference 
with at least 2 head referees, will be immediately penalized with an infraction notice. This pen-
alty is in place to ensure the referee crew has the necessary clout to enforce the spirit of the 
game. We want to stress, as a community, that this is a gentleman's' game played in a friendly 
but competitive manner. A few examples to make it clear: 
- A player forgets to bring in his reserves in turn 3 or to draw tactical objectives, and his oppo-
nent objects to this when the player remembers later in the turn during any given phase. A 
judge will immediately sanction players objecting to this taking place, and hand out a warning 
for unsportsmanlike conduct. Team in question will suffer an infraction penalty if a warning or 
penalty was already issued to said player. It is both players responsibility to ensure mandatory 
things that happen in the game take place.  
- A player forgets to announce he will use a certain rule, ability, stratagem or wargear at the 
start of the turn or phase and remembers later in the turn or phase.  It is OK as an opponent to 
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disallow the use of said rule or item, but let it be known that we strongly discourage such be-
havior and as such any player clinging to this course of action in terms of getting a better in-
game advantage will still be issued an official warning for unsportsmanlike conduct. All of this 
will be viewed by the judges within the confines of the turn or phase.  
 
Illegal Alternative Models: 
If a player uses alternative models that have not gained prior approval at the captains council 
over at WTC.xobor.com, then at the discretion of the referees those models will be removed 
from the board if an unfair in game advantage is felt to have been gained, or the models simply 
aren’t up to acceptable hobbying standards. The player will have the opportunity to replace 
them with the official GW models. If no models are immediately available he will continue the 
event without the use of said models whatsoever. If a player subsequently is caught reusing 
said ‘banned’ models he will incur an immediate eviction from the tournament, counting all his 
scores (even retro-actively) as 0-20. 
 
Illegal communication between team members 
Any communication between team members and/or spectators should always be in English 
wherever possible and have no relation to strategic or tactical advice regarding any games in 
progress. Failure to do so will results in an infraction when reported. Obviously in some cases 
communication may not be possible in English, in such a case players should seek the assis-
tance, where possible, of a referee who understands their language so as to adjudicate. If such 
a referee is not available then it is up to the discretion of the head refs if it is felt illegal tactical 
or strategic advice has been given or not. Players can of course seek the approval of their op-
ponents to confer with a countryman in their native tongue prior to starting a conversation. 
Using cellphones or other media to discuss tactics and game situations once the pairing process 
has finished and matches have been assigned, are not allowed. Players caught doing this will be 
immediately expelled from the tournament. 
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WTC MISSIONS 

GENERAL MISSION CLARIFICATIONS 

For the purpose of objectives, players need to provide objective markers from either 1, 2 or 3 inch 
diameter. This to make measuring distances easy during the game. Always measure distances to the 
board edges and other markers from the center of the marker and always in 2-D. The marker is not a 
semi-sphere. This means models on another level will never be able to score/contest objective 
markers. Disregard any referral to players picking the deployment map in the missions played, as the 
WTC uses fixed deployment types. 
 
The acceptable casualties rule is in effect. As soon as a tabling happens, the player with models left on 
the table continues to play out his turns until the game’s natural conclusion. Count points afterwards 
with the caveat that the player who is tabled may score whatever VP’s he may at the end of the turn 
in which he was tabled but cannot draw new maelstrom cards nor score tactical objective cards in any 
turns after.  
 
In all missions, the objective secured or equivalent rule is in effect, and objectives are controlled by 
having models within 3 inch of its centre, except when the text outlining the WTC mission in the 
mission pack states otherwise. We deviate from what is written in the CA or BRB missions 
considerably, so the mission text always takes precedence.  

Distance to an objective marker is always measured from the base of a model to the center of the 
marker on the table. The objective marker is not a sphere that you can measure to from mid-air. It is a 
2D representation on the table surface. As such, measure distances to the flat surface of the objective 
marker to decide if a model is in range of it. This essentially means models on the first level of terrain 
can never score or contest objectives.  

The First strike rule is in effect in all games. 
 
Players need to make sure to keep their discard pile separate from their achieved and active tactical 
objectives. When a player rotates through their entire deck, they are allowed to reshuffle their discard 
pile and draw more cards if and when eligible to do so. 
 
Objective placing: Players roll off. Whoever rolls highest starts placing objectives. Typically this is 1 of 6 
objective markers, alternating between players until all have been set up. Note that when placing 
objectives, they are always dropped in order. Place objective 1 first, followed by objective 2, … unless 
the mission dictates otherwise (like is the case for 4 Pillars) 

Choosing deployment zones: Players roll off. Whoever did not chose side starts to deploy his entire 

army. Opponent then deploys army. Player who deployed first decides if he will take first turn or not. 

Players who get to choose deployment zone also decide how the ‘line’ to divide the table is drawn and 

can freely choose which part of the table will be their deployment zone. 

First Turn: The player who finishes setting up first gets to decide if the wants to go first or second. If he 
decides to go first, opponent can try to seize the initiative. 
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Game Length: Fixed game length at 6 turns for each player. 
 
Scoring: Count up points scored from maelstrom, eternal war, killpoints, and tertiairy objectives (Slay 
The Warlord, First Strike and Linebreaker). The difference in total VP’s scored between the two players 
decides the outcome of the battle. 
 

MODIFIED PRE-GAME INTERACTIONS 

Follow this procedure to start your games at the WTC: 
1. Perform the initial game roll off  
2. The player winning the roll off now selects his warlord trait. His opponent then does the same 
3. The player having won the roll off chooses his psychic powers. His opponent then does the same 
4. The player having won the roll off chooses if he will spend CP’s for stratagems (for extra relics and 

soforth). His opponent then does the same.  
5. Start placing objectives starting with the payer that won the initial roll-off (objectives MUST be placed in 

order from 1-6) 
6. The players roll off and the winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the Defender. 
7.  The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
8. The Attacker deploys their entire army first. The Defender then deploys their entire army 
9. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the first turn, the Defender can roll 

one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and they get the first turn instead. 
10. Pre-game deployment 
11. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly mark this somewhere for their 

opponent to keep track of during the game.  
12. Start the first battle round 
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WTC MISSIONSET – PROPOSAL 2020 

GENERAL MISSIONPACK OUTLINE 

This proposed missionpack incorporates the Schemes Of War as posted in the White Dwarf in June 2019. 

The Maelstrom deck is cut down to 18 cards per player which will make the Maelstrom component way 

less random.  

 

Schemes Of War: Constructing Your Deck and card modalities  

When submitting lists, players construct an objective deck, made up of EXACTLY 18 Tactical Objective 

cards. No more than one copy of each uniquely named Tactical Objective (this only really applies to 

"Secure Objective x" cards) may be included in the deck, meaning you can choose the optimal cards that 

your army can achieve during each game, better suiting your army composition and playstyle, but can 

never double up on cards. 

Faction-specific cards cannot be used and are replaced by the cards listed below. Any cards that are 

drawn with the given number will count as the tactical objective listed below: 

11:  Zone Sweep: Score 1 VP if you control an even and odd objective marker at the end of your turn. 

12: Location Secure: Score 1 VP if you control any two even objective markers at the end of your turn. 

13: Location Cleared: Score 1 VP if you control any two odd objective markers at the end of your turn. 

14: Ground Control: Score 3 VP if you control 2 even and 2 odd objective markers at the end of your turn. 

15: Area Secure: Score 2 VP if you control all even objective markers at the end of your turn. 

16: Area Cleared: Score 2 VP if you control all odd markers at the end of your turn. 

The Priority Orders Received card is not in play at the WTC. 

Generating Tactical Objectives 

Unless specified otherwise in the missions decription, at the start of the first battle round, each player 

shuffles their objective deck and draws 5 cards. Either player may choose to place all five cards back on 

the bottom of their Objective deck, in any order, and draw 4 new Tactical Objective cards. 

A the start of each of your turns, a player may place Tactical Objective cards from their hand in play 

according to the description of each mission. A Tactical Objective is considered to be generated when it 

is put in play. Cards that remain in play always count towards the maximum allowance of cards that may 

be in play. So in case you have 2 cards that remained in play since your previous turn, and you can put up 

to 5 cards in play, you can maximally place an additional 3 cards from your hand in play that turn. 

 

When putting a Tactical Objective in play, it is either placed face up or face down, until such point it is 
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either achieved or discarded. You can only have one face down card in play at any point unless if your 

army has a stratagem that would circumvent/allow this. If you put a Defend ‘X’ card face down, you are 

not obliged to state you start defending it. Just let your opponent know when the objective has been 

achieved. Mission Critical Objective can never be put into play face down. 

Immediately after you have finished putting any Tactical Objectives in play, draw Tactical Objective Cards 

until you have a hand of 5 card (or as much as specific mission parameters allow). 

When you discard a Tactical Objective, place it face up on the discard pile. Cards in the discard pile are 

no longer considered to be in play, and are not part of your Objective deck until you have cycled through 

it completely. 

Achieving and discarding Tactical Objectives 

You can only achieve Tactical Objectives that have been put into play. 

At the end of every turn (yours and your opponent's), check to see if you have achieved any of your in-

play Tactical Objectives. 

If you can achieve a Tactical Objective, you must do so immediately at the end of the turn and cannot 

choose not to do so. After a Tactical Objective has been achieved, it is removed from the game, and 

placed face up in an “achieved pile”. Note that there is no limit to the number of cards that you have in 

play that can be achieved during a turn/battleround.  

At the end of your morale phase, you may discard one of your in-play Tactical Objectives. If a card is 

impossible to achieve (e.g. you have Big Game Hunter and your opponent has no viable units left on the 

table), you cannot discard it freely. It has to be discarded at the end of your turn or via the use of a 

stratagem like re-prioritize. 

Additional rules and stratagems 

If at any point players cycle through their entire deck, they have to recycle their entire discard pile. This is 

done by shuffling it intensely, and start redrawing the pool of cards that haven’t been achieved yet 

during the game. 

At the end of each battle, a player loses 1 victory point for every 3 active Tactical Objectives that have 

been discarded or haven’t been achieved by the end of the battle. It doesn’t matter whether they are in 

play, in your hand or in the discard pile. Count all cards not achieved during the game, divide it by 3. 

Rounding up, this is the amount of VP’s a player additionally loses this game. 

Re-Prioritize (2CP) - Use this stratagem at the start of your turn. Discard up to two Tactical Objective 

cards in your hand and re-draw a card for each card that was discarded. 

Tactical Foresight (1CP) - Use this stratagem at any point during the turn. You can look at the top three 

cards in your Objective deck and choose to put each back on either the top or bottom of the deck in any 

order. You can only use this stratagem once per turn. 
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Determined Push (1CP) - Use this stratagem at any point during the turn. Select up to three Tactical 

Objective cards from your discard pile and shuffle them back into your objective deck. You can only use 

this stratagem once per turn. 

WTC TERRAIN 

The WTC will be played with set-piece terrains on each row, so teams know exactly what to expect (more 
or less, depending on organizers capability to accommodate for this). Each row will be divided into 2 
dense, 4 mid-dense and 2 lighter tables. A schematic overview of this can be found in the following doc-
ument: 
 
LINK TO WTC 2020 MAP DOCUMENT 

 

Some modalities regarding terrain: 
 
For every ruin type piece, the bottom floor counts as LOS blocking as long as the terrain feature is fully 
enclosed (part of a broken window would not count as such). 
 
 

  

Obstacle type terrain will count both as obstacle and barricade type at the same time. It is an abstrac-

tion made to have somewhat functional terrain. 

 

Forest and crater terrains are played as per the 8th edition rulebook. 
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WTC MISSION 1 – FRONTLINE LOST 

DEPLOYMENT ZONE –  FRONT LINE ASSAULT 

 

PRE GAME SEQUENCING 

1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
2. Roll-Off. Start the winning players clock. Alternate making any changes and 
adjustments to your army list and announce them to your opponent. Make 
sure to resolve any „before the game“ actions and events. 
3. Starting with the winner of the roll-off, alternate placing 6 objective makers 
in order numbered 1 to 6. Each objective marker must be placed on ground 
level with its center more than 12" from any other objective marker and also 
more than 6" from any edge of the battlefield. 
4. Roll-Off. Winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the 
Defender. The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
5. The Attacker deploys their entire army first and resolves any other „during 
the deployment“ actions and events.. The Defender then does the same. 
6. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the first 
turn, the Defender can roll one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and they 
get the first turn instead. 
7. Resolve any „at the start of the first battle round but before the first turn“ 
actions. 
8. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly 
mark this somewhere for their opponent to keep track of during the game.  
9. Start the first battle round. 

ACCEPTABLE CASUALTIES 

If one player does not have any models left on the table he/she may 

score VP’s at the end of the turn in which he/she was tabled but 

cannot bring new maelstrom cards into play nor score tactical 

objective cards in any turns there-after. The opponent may continue 

playing normally until the end of battleround 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

Progressive scoring: None. 

End game scoring: At the end of the game Eternal War points are 

scored for Markers 1 to 4. Markers completely in your own 

deployment zone are worth 1 VP, while Markers completely in the 

enemy’s deployment zone are worth 4 VP and other Markers are 

each worth 2 victory points. Markers are assumed to be completely 

within a deployment zone if the very center of the marker is located 

within a deployment zone. 

Killpoints: At the end of the game, players count all enemy units that 

have been destroyed. The player with the most KP’s scores the 

differential up to a maximum of 6 VP. 

First Strike: Score 1 VP if any units from your opponent’s army were 

destroyed during the first battle round. 

Slay the Warlord: If the enemy Warlord has been slain during the 

battle, you score 1 VP. 

Line Breaker: If, at the end of the battle, you have at least one model 

within the enemy’s deployment zone, you score 1 VP. 

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES  

Put 3 Tactical Objectives from your hand into play on the first turn. In 
subsequent turns, Territorial Control is into play: At the start of each 
player’s turn after the first, if that player controls more objective 
markers than their opponent, they can draw one card from their 
Objective deck before playing any Tactical Objectives from their 
hand and put an additional objective into play. You can maximally 
have 5 tactical objectives in play at any given time. 

Tactical objectives that score D3 or D6 VP count as 2 and 4 

respectively. You may not score more 3 Tactical Objective Cards per 

turn. 

END OF THE BATTLE  

The battle ends after battle round 6 is finished. Count up all VPs 

scored. The difference in total VP’s scored decides the outcome of 

the battle. 
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WTC MISSION 2 – SCORCHED ESCALATION 

DEPLOYMENT ZONE –  HAMMER AND ANVIL  

 

PRE GAME SEQUENCE  

1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
2. Roll-Off. Start the winning players clock. Alternate making any changes and 
adjustments to your army list and announce them to your opponent. Make 
sure to resolve any „before the game“ actions and events. 
3. Starting with the winner of the roll-off, alternate placing 6 objective makers 
in order numbered 1 to 6. Each objective marker must be placed on ground 
level with its center more than 12" from any other objective marker and also 
more than 6" from any edge of the battlefield. 
4. Roll-Off. Winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the 
Defender. The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
5. The Attacker deploys their entire army first and resolves any other „during 
the deployment“ actions and events.. The Defender then does the same. 
6. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the first 
turn, the Defender can roll one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and they 
get the first turn instead. 
7. Resolve any „at the start of the first battle round but before the first turn“ 
actions. 
8. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly 
mark this somewhere for their opponent to keep track of during the game.  
9. Start the first battle round. 

ACCEPTABLE CASUALTIES 

If one player does not have any models left on the table he/she may 

score VP’s at the end of the turn in which he/she was tabled but 

cannot bring new maelstrom cards into play nor score tactical 

objective cards in any turns there-after. The opponent may continue 

playing normally until the end of battleround 6. 

 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

Progressive scoring: Each player scores 1 VP at the start of their 

turn, starting from the 2nd battleround for each objective marker 

they control. However, if an objective marker is within the enemy’s 

deployment zone you can choose to raze it at the start of your turn if 

you control it; doing so scores you 3 victory points instead of 1 but 

that objective marker is then no longer scoring points for progressive 

scoring. 

End game scoring: At the end of the game, each objective that is not 

razed during the game will award 2 VP’s to the player controlling it. 

Killpoints: At the end of the game, players count all enemy units that 

have been destroyed. The player with the most KP’s scores the 

differential up to a maximum of 6 VP. 

First Strike: Score 1 VP if any units from your opponent’s army were 

destroyed during the first battle round. 

Slay the Warlord: If the enemy Warlord has been slain during the 

battle, you score 1 VP. 

Line Breaker: If, at the end of the battle, you have at least one model 

within the enemy’s deployment zone, you score 1 VP. 

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES  

Generate up to 5 Tactical Objectives each turn. You can only put up 

to two cards into play from your hand in battleround 1 and 2, up to 

three in BR 3 and 4, and up to four cards in BR 5 and 6. 

Tactical objectives that score D3 or D6 VP count as 2 and 4 

respectively. You may not score more 3 Tactical Objective Cards per 

turn. 

END OF THE BATTLE  

The battle ends after battle round 6 is finished. Count up all VPs 

scored. The difference in total VP’s scored decides the outcome of 

the battle. 
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WTC MISSION 3 – SECURE AND STRIKE 

DEPLOYMENT ZONE –  DAWN OF WAR 

 

PRE GAME SEQUENCE  

1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
2. Roll-Off. Start the winning players clock. Alternate making any changes and 
adjustments to your army list and announce them to your opponent. 
Announce distribution of your intel points. Make sure to resolve any „before 
the game“ actions and events.  
3. Starting with the winner of the roll-off, alternate placing 6 objective makers 
in order numbered 1 to 6. Each objective marker must be placed on ground 
level with its center more than 12" from any other objective marker and also 
more than 6" from any edge of the battlefield. Players secretly note the point 
values of the markers being 4, 3 or 2 VP as they put them down 
4. Roll-Off. Winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the 
Defender. The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
5. The Attacker deploys their entire army first and resolves any other „during 
the deployment“ actions and events.. The Defender then does the same. 
6. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the first 
turn, the Defender can roll one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and they 
get the first turn instead. 
7. Resolve any „at the start of the first battle round but before the first turn“ 
actions. 
8. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly 
mark this somewhere for their opponent to keep track of during the game.  
9. Start the first battle round by revealing the points values of the makers. 

ACCEPTABLE CASUALTIES 

If one player does not have any models left on the table he/she may 

score VP’s at the end of the turn in which he/she was tabled but 

cannot bring new maelstrom cards into play nor score tactical 

objective cards in any turns there-after. The opponent may continue 

playing normally until the end of battleround 6. 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

Progressive scoring: Via intel points - see Mission Special Rules 

End game scoring: At the end of the game each marker is worth 4, 3 

or 2 VP respectively to the player controlling it. 

Killpoints: At the end of the game, players count all enemy units that 

have been destroyed. The player with the most KP’s scores the 

differential up to a maximum of 6 VP. 

First Strike: Score 1 VP if any units from your opponent’s army were 

destroyed during the first battle round. 

Slay the Warlord: If the enemy Warlord has been slain during the 

battle, you score 1 VP. 

Line Breaker: If, at the end of the battle, you have at least one model 

within the enemy’s deployment zone, you score 1 VP. 

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES  

Put up to 3 Tactical Objectives from your hand in play each turn, and 

1 additional card if you destroyed more units than your opponent in 

the previous battleround up to a maximum of 4 cards in play. 

Tactical objectives that score D3 or D6 VP count as 2 and 4 

respectively. You may not score more 3 Tactical Objective Cards per 

turn. 

MISSION SPECIAL RULE  

Transmit Intel: Prior to the start of the battle, allocate up to 3 intel points as 

evenly as possible to the characters in your army. If you have no characters in 

your army, assign 1 Intel point to your Warlord instead. As from the third 

battle round on, players score 1 VP for each objective marker controlled by at 

least one model with at least one intel point on at the start of their turn. If 

several models with intel points are on the same objective, the player with 

the most intel points on any given marker controls that objective (this also 

counts for scoring maelstrom purposes). Intel point models will override the 

objective secured ability of units and control the objective instead. In the 

case of a tie for intel points the player with the most models on the objective 

controls it, otherwise the player with the most intel points on an objective 

controls it.  

END OF THE BATTLE  

At the end of battle round 6 the game is over. Count up all VPs 

scored. The difference in total VP’s scored decides the outcome of 

the battle. 
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WTC MISSION 4 – SCHEMES AND PILLARS 

DEPLOYMENT ZONE –  SEARCH AND DESTROY 

 

PRE GAME SEQUENCE  

1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
2. Roll-Off. Start the winning players clock. Alternate making any changes and 
adjustments to your army list and announce them to your opponent. Make 
sure to resolve any „before the game“ actions and events.  
3. Objective markers 1-4 are pre-set with the dead center 12” from the long 
table edge and 18” from the short table edge. Objective markers 1 and 3 are 
placed in the deployment zones. Starting with the winner of the roll-off, 
alternate placing objective makers 5 and 6. Each objective marker must be 
placed on ground level with its center more than 12" from any other objective 
marker and also more than 6" from any edge of the battlefield.  
4. Roll-Off. Winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the 
Defender. The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
5. The Attacker deploys their entire army first and resolves any other „during 
the deployment“ actions and events.. The Defender then does the same. 
6. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the first 
turn, the Defender can roll one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and they 
get the first turn instead. 
7. Resolve any „at the start of the first battle round but before the first turn“ 
actions. 
8. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly 
mark this somewhere for their opponent to keep track of during the game.  
9. Start the first battle round   

ACCEPTABLE CASUALTIES 

If one player does not have any models left on the table he/she may 

score VP’s at the end of the turn in which he/she was tabled but 

cannot bring new maelstrom cards into play nor score tactical 

objective cards in any turns there-after. The opponent may continue 

playing normally until the end of battleround 6. 

 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

Progressive scoring: At the end of each BATTLE ROUND, the player 

controlling more objective markers (only counting objectives 1-4) 

than their opponent scores 1 victory point, or 3 VP if they control all 

markers (which are marker 1-4 situated along the diagonal lines).  

1VP is awarded to the player that destroyed more units from their 

opponent’s army at the end of each BATTLE ROUND. 

End game scoring: At the end of the game the two fixed objectives 

outside of the deployment zones (objectives 2 and 4) score 2VP to 

the player controlling it, while objectives 5 and 6 are worth 3 Victory 

Points each to the player controlling them. 

Killpoints: At the end of the game, players count all enemy units that 

have been destroyed. The player with the most KP’s scores the 

differential up to a maximum of 6 VP. 

First Strike: Score 1 VP if any units from your opponent’s army were 

destroyed during the first battle round. 

Slay the Warlord: If the enemy Warlord has been slain during the 

battle, you score 1 VP. 

Line Breaker: If, at the end of the battle, you have at least one model 

within the enemy’s deployment zone, you score 1 VP. 

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES  

Put up to 3 Tactical Objectives from your hand into play each turn. 

Tactical objectives that score D3 or D6 VP count as 2 and 4 

respectively. You may not score more 3 Tactical Objective Cards per 

turn. 

END OF THE BATTLE  

At the end of battle round 6 the game is over. Count up all VPs 

scored. The difference in total VP’s scored decides the outcome of 

the battle. 
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WTC MISSION 5 – BEACHHEAD VISIONS 

DEPLOYMENT ZONE –  VANGUARD STRIKE 

 

PRE GAME SEQUENCE  

1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
2. Roll-Off. Start the winning players clock. Alternate making any changes and 
adjustments to your army list and announce them to your opponent. Make 
sure to resolve any „before the game“ actions and events.  
3. Starting with the winner of the roll-off, alternate placing 6 objective makers 
in order numbered 1 to 6. One marker is placed in no mans land and one 
marker is placed in each deployment zone by each player. Players can do this in 
whichever order they prefer. Each objective marker must be placed on ground 
level and more than 12" from any other objective marker and more than 6" 
from the edge of the battlefield. 
4. Roll-Off. Winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the 
Defender. The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
5. The Attacker deploys their entire army first and resolves any other „during 
the deployment“ actions and events.. The Defender then does the same. 
6. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the first 
turn, the Defender can roll one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and they 
get the first turn instead. 
7. Resolve any „at the start of the first battle round but before the first turn“ 
actions. 
8. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly 
mark this somewhere for their opponent to keep track of during the game.  
9. Start the first battle round  

ACCEPTABLE CASUALTIES 

If one player does not have any models left on the table he/she may 

score VP’s at the end of the turn in which he/she was tabled but 

cannot bring new maelstrom cards into play nor score tactical 

objective cards in any turns there-after. The opponent may continue 

playing normally until the end of battleround 6. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

Progressive scoring: Starting from the second battle round, and at 

the start of their turn, players score 1 victory point if they control 

both objective markers in their deployment zone, 2 victory points if 

they control both objectives in no mans land and 3 victory points if 

they control both objectives in the enemy deployment zone. 

End game scoring: At the end of the game, every objective you 

control earns you 2VP.  

Killpoints: At the end of the game, players count all enemy units that 

have been destroyed. The player with the most KP’s scores the 

differential up to a maximum of 6 VP. 

First Strike: Score 1 VP if any units from your opponent’s army were 

destroyed during the first battle round. 

Slay the Warlord: If the enemy Warlord has been slain during the 

battle, you score 1 VP. 

Line Breaker: If, at the end of the battle, you have at least one model 

within the enemy’s deployment zone, you score 1 VP. 

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES  

Put up to 4 Tactical Objectives from your hand in play each turn. 

After doing so, your opponent immediately gets to discard one of the 

cards. This may be a card that has been put face-down. 

Tactical objectives that score D3 or D6 VP count as 2 and 4 

respectively. 

You may not score more than 3 Tactical Objective Cards per turn. 

END OF THE BATTLE  

At the end of battle round 6 the game is over. Count up all VPs 

scored. The difference in total VP’s scored decides the outcome of 

the battle. 
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WTC MISSION 6 – RESUPPLY INTELLIGENCE 

DEPLOYMENT ZONE –  SPEARHEAD ASSAULT 

 

PRE GAME SEQUENCE  

1. Present your army list to your opponent. 
2. Roll-Off. Start the winning players clock. Alternate making any changes and 
adjustments to your army list and announce them to your opponent. Make 
sure to resolve any „before the game“ actions and events.  
3. Starting with the winner of the roll-off, alternate placing 6 objective 
makers in order numbered 1 to 6.  Each objective marker must be placed on 
ground level and more than 12" from any other objective marker and more 
than 6" from the edge of the battlefield. 
4. Roll-Off. Winner decides who will be the Attacker and who will be the 
Defender. The Defender selects one of the deployment zones for their army.  
5. The Attacker deploys their entire army first and resolves any other „during 
the deployment“ actions and events.. The Defender then does the same. 
6. The Attacker decides who takes the first turn. If they decide to take the 
first turn, the Defender can roll one D6: on a 6, they seize the initiative, and 
they get the first turn instead. 
7. Resolve any „at the start of the first battle round but before the first turn“ 
actions. 
8. Players announce their remaining available command points and clearly 
mark this somewhere for their opponent to keep track of during the game.  
9. Start the first battle round  

ACCEPTABLE CASUALTIES 

If one player does not have any models left on the table he/she 

may score VP’s at the end of the turn in which he/she was tabled 

but cannot bring new maelstrom cards into play nor score tactical 

objective cards in any turns there-after. The opponent may 

continue playing normally until the end of battleround 6. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

Progressive scoring: Players score 1 VP for each marker under their 

control at the start of their turn starting from the second battleround. 

End game scoring: At the start of their respective third turn each 

player chooses one objective. These objectives will not count for 

Endgame Scoring. At the end of the game each of the four remaining 

objectives are worth 2 Victory Points. 

Killpoints: At the end of the game, players count all enemy units that 

have been destroyed. The player with the most KP’s scores the 

differential as VP’s up to a maximum of 6 VP. 

First Strike: Score 1 VP if any units from your opponent’s army were 

destroyed during the first battle round. 

Slay the Warlord: If the enemy Warlord has been slain during the 

battle, you score 1 VP. 

Line Breaker: If, at the end of the battle, you have at least one model 

within the enemy’s deployment zone, you score 1 victory point. 

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES  

Each player chooses two objectives from their deck to be in play at the 

start of their first turn and randomly draws 5 cards at the end of their 

turn to make up their hand of tactical objectives. Players can, at this 

point, opt to discard their entire hand and draw 4 new cards if they 

don’t like their original draw. In subsequent turns, you can put 2 

objectives from your hand into play for each objective achieved since 

your previous turn (this comprises your opponents turn as well). If you 

achieved all of your in-play objectives since your previous turn, you 

can draw an additional card at the start of that tun and put an extra 

objective from your hand into play up to a maximum of 6. 

Tactical objectives that score D3 or D6 VP count as 2 and 4 

respectively. You may not score more 3 Tactical Objective Cards per 

turn. 

END OF THE BATTLE  

At the end of battle round 6 the game is over. Count up all VPs scored. 

The difference in total VP’s scored decides the outcome of the battle. 
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IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS AT THE WTC 

BASE SIZE AND ALTERNATIVE BASE COMPENDIUM 

Follow THIS LINK to check the PDF regarding allowed base sizes at the WTC. WTC 

SCORING SHEET WTC 

Follow THIS LINK for the scoring sheet to be used at the WTC. 

PAIRING SHEET 

Follow THIS LINK for the pairing sheet to be used at the WTC. 

MISSION OVERVIEW SHEET 

Follow THIS LINK for the mission overview sheet to be used at the WTC 
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A31mVI4s1cSlXNQuxmZXQZt4dkxPIcVe
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14Hdg5U1ovGomkXC1wMvbcqdCp4njZFPw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tAvVoBxLyH3KF1OnO2Y86Ad1L9ph_aNd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ei4aqruG457E1ZXIHV3IJLroweU_n6wQ
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WTC 40K FAQ AND ERRATA 

Disclaimer 
The WTC FAQ does not have the purpose to particularly offer the -right- or -commonly 
accepted- solution to a grey area in the rules. Its purpose is to offer a compendium of grey 
zones in the rules that specifically are ruled one way or the other in order to avoid frustrations 
and heated arguments at the gaming tables come the WTC.  If you want to use this document at 
one of your tournaments or as the base of your own proper, even maybe adjusted FAQ, that's 
fine, but at least reference you are using our document as a base or to complete your own 
compendium in your document, thanks!  
 
 
Let us know if there is stuff missing please by hitting us op on facebook, putting it on the 
captains section of the Warhammer Forum or by getting in touch via mail 
(tomadriany@gmail.com) 

 

  

mailto:tomadriany@gmail.com
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GENERAL WTC CLARIFICATIONS  

1. Players are required to give full disclosure of their army list to their opponents, 
including weapons, wargear, special rules and the contents of any transport vehicles.  

2. Rules issues troubleshooting guidelines: WTC Clarifications > English GW Official FAQs > 
English Codex/Index > English Main Rulebook. Any document published by Games 
Workshop after list submission date will not be used at WTC. With digital releases, be 
aware that not all versions (Kindle, Android) will be updated regularly and might create 
discrepancies in the rules. In these cases, the printed physical copy takes precedence 
unless an FAQ entry was generated for that particular update.  

3. Models are expected to be WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get). There will be a 
margin of tolerance for non-weapon wargear but always approve any deviations 
through the captain’s council prior to the start of the tournament or be subject to 
possible penalties/have your models removed at the WTC. The referee crew is going to 
be a lot more strict come 2019 about the modeling policy. Simon Weakley be warned… 

4. Players may only convert their models for aesthetic purposes. Any players/teams that 
according to the opinion of the Referees have converted their models specifically to 
gain a gameplay advantage may be penalized. This includes the repositioning of 
weapons to have extended LOS. Always assume stock position and height of models to 
determine if modeling for advantage is in play. 

5. In case of ruling required where the size of the model must be taken into account, the 
size and dimensions of the latest range of citadel warhammer 40000 miniatures models 
must be used. Players using converted, old or alternative models are expected to be 
able to provide the model from the latest range upon request by the Referee. 

6. Where discrepancies occur between datasheet entries and summaries at the back of a 
book always use the datasheet entry as the final and correct entry. 

7. Players using drop pods must use them with the petals closed at the WTC. True LOS 
then applies. 

8. For the purpose of the rule of 3, Captains, Watch Captains, Masters, Wolf Lords, and 
basically all other dataslates that fulfill that same role across codexes, are subject to the 
rule of 3 as long as they have the same statline, even if they have different abilities 
listed. Special characters are exempt from this rule. 

9. When using GW dice, or custom dice, players need to ENSURE their dice pips 
(essentially the number on the dice) can EASILY be distinguished from across the table 
by their opponent. Where this is not the case, players will incur a yellow card infraction 
and the dice will be removed from the tournament. Any player that is the victim of this 
should immediately notify a referee. 

CORE RULES  

GENERAL  

1. Fast dice rolling is mandatory when it will not impact the game. When all the attacks in 
a certain volley have the same characteristics, make all the hit rolls at the same time, 
then all of the wound rolls. Apply random damage rolls 1 by 1. This to ensure players do 
not stick to rolling attacks 1 by 1 when it is not absolutely necessary. You are still al-
lowed to use a CP reroll to roll one of the dice in the fast rolling procedure if you would 
be so inclined. In cases where this might be important, the dice need to be rolled one 
by one, as would be the case for models inside and out of cover where a unit might 
benefit from +1 save due to cover when the models outside of cover would be slain 
first. This implies the modifier for being in cover is checked for and applied when saves 
are being made. 
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2. Where abilities take place on a certain ‘roll’ value, check if it triggers on a given value 
(generally has a + sign), in which case the value is checked for after all modifiers are ap-
plied.  

3. If, after all modifiers have been applied, a dice roll would be less than 1, count that re-
sult as a 1. 

4. If a models to hit would be modified to require more than 6+, the attack automatically 
fails. 

5. Abilities with the same name do not stack to the same unit. For instance, multiple 
drone controllers do not infer more than +1 to hit for units in range of more than one 
drone controller, nor do units in range of more than one model with the Technomancer 
rule benefit from more than a +1 to Reanimation protocols. Same applies for a Dark-
shroud’s Icon of Caliban rule for instance. 

6. Abilities that allow you to ignore wounds suffered by a model such as Eldar Fortune, Te-
nacious Survivor trait, or Nurgles Disgustingly Resilient, can be used against mortal 
wounds. When units that have these abilities suffer multiple damage from one source, 
roll a die for each of the wounds inflicted by the multiple damage roll unless one of the 
abilities used states otherwise. 

7. Abilities that improve a save, like a Rubric Marine's All Is Dust ability, or the Space 
Wolves Mantle of the Troll King ability, do add +1 to saving throws made with invulner-
able saves (unless otherwise stated), but bear in mind that restrictions to that condition 
may apply (such as All Is Dust only applying when the damage profile is 1). 

8. Models with abilities that affect all models or units within a given range are always con-
sidered to be in range of the aura themselves and can thus benefit from the effect. This 
is the case for Wolf Priests, Apothecaries,… and the like. 

9. Damage from multi-wound attacks vs multi-wound models that are members of a unit 
must be resolved one at a time. 

10. When a unit of the ‘transport’ type dies, roll a D6 for each model of each unit in the 
transport that must disembark, but remember you can freely choose which model(s) to 
allocate the wounds to. Remember that when a transport explodes, the models that 
have to disembark are not eligible as a target of the exploding vehicle as this step oc-
curs prior to the disembarkation. 

11. When you have an ability to reroll certain actions that are done on 2D6, 3D6 or the like, 
like in the case of rerolling charge range, roll ALL the dice again. Similarly, when a reroll 
calls out the roll of a single die (like is the case for using a CP reroll), only one die can 
ever be rerolled this way. It would be ok to reroll one of the dice from the 2D6 charge 
range with a CP reroll for instance. 

12. Abilities that return dead models back to play within an existing unit such as Necron's 
Reanimation Protocols, a Space Marine's Narthecium, the Tervigon's ability to replace 
Termagants in an existing unit, or similar effects that add models to units, do not re-
quire any reinforcement points. 

13. When multiple targets are equidistant for rules and abilities that call out the nearest 
model/unit, the player whose rule comes into effect for the distance can choose which 
unit is affected from the eligible targets. The only exception to this is when flyers are 
put on (a level of) a terrain piece and would be targeting a character surrounded by an-
other unit. Models with the Flyers battlefield role shall not be (ab)used to circumvent 
targeting restrictions. 

14. When a weapon/ability references a model's 'Wounds characteristic' such as with an 
Ork tellyporta mega-blast or the Red Terrors Swallow Whole ability, take into account 
the wound characteristic on its profile, and not its current wounds value. 

15. Models having to disembark from a surrounded vehicle can be placed as long as they 
can end up in a legal place and more than 1 inch away from any enemy models. 
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16. When an ability or stratagem allows you to ‘add’ a model to the unit, you can never set 
up a model within 1 inch of enemy models unless the ability or stratagem states other-
wise. 

17. Abilities or stratagems that allow you replace destroyed units with identical units, or 
that allow you to place new units on the battlefield always cost reinforcement points 
(Send In the Next Wave, Endless Swarm,…). When you simply add or replace models in 
a unit, there is no need to set aside reinforcement points (The Dead Walk Again is an 
exception to this and you need to set aside reinforcement points for taking the model 
count beyond starting strength numbers).   

18. When rules for stratagems and abilities clash in regards to timing, like was the case for 
Sporefield and Find The Best Spot, players roll-off to see which takes precedence. See 
the Deployment Clarification section for when one or more of these clashes would oc-
cur.  

19. Where abilities, rules, or stratagems interact when a model is slain, use the profile as if 
the model had one wound remaining in case of models with a degrading profile. 

20. Where abilities, relics or warlord traits let you generate command points, bear in mind 
that your model with the ability, item or WL trait must be deployed on the table for it to 
be used (Helm of the third eye, Kurov’s Aquila,…). 

21. When you use a Stratagem, ability, relic or psychic power to remove a unit from the bat-
tlefield and set it up again, and the unit model count gets altered (Unstoppable green 
tide, Tide of Traitors,…), any persistent effects (such as aura buffs that are not inherent 
to the unit, psychic powers that had been cast upon it or one of its models, except 
where it concerns wounds that have been suffered) are lost. For any other units making 
use of similar abilities, buffs, debuffs and other persistent effects remain on the unit. 

22. Models entering play via relics, abilities or stratagems, like is the case for ‘Cloudstrike’ 
for instance, always do so counting as moved their maximum distance. 

23. Units that enter the game through conjuration or summoning, whether through means 
of psychic powers, stratagems, or abilities like Daemonic ritual, can enter the game turn 
1 and never count towards the rule of 3. 

24. Any unit that is removed from the board and subsequently set back up may not move 
for any other reasons than to make a charge, pile in, consolidate move, and/or perform 
a heroic intervention. This includes being the target of psychic spells like da Jump or 
Gate of Infinity. 

25. Abilities that trigger when a model is slain, like the Graia Dogma ‘Refusal To Yield’, or 
‘Our Kin Shall Rise Again’ from a Frozen Stars Warlord Trait cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other ability that ignores wounds. In such cases players can 
choose which ability takes precedence. 

26. For LOS purposes, never count decorative elements on a models base, like is the case 
for the new Imperial Assassins, Drazhar or Jain-Zarr, or the base itself, to draw LOS to or 
from.  

27. Following beta rules and amendments are in play at the WTC: 
- Army Faction (Rulebook p. 214) 
- Point Limit & Reinforcement points (Rulebook p. 214) 
- Strategic Discipline (Rulebook p. 215) 
- Battle-Forged armies (Rulebook p. 240-245) 
- Limits of Command (Chapter Approved 2017 p. 67) 
- Boots on the Ground (Chapter Approved 2017 p. 67) 
- Psychic Focus (Big FAQ Two 2018 p. 1) 
- Targeting Characters (Big FAQ Two 2018 p. 1) 
- Battle Brothers (Big FAQ Two 2018 p. 1) 
- Tactical Reserves (Big FAQ Two 2018 p. 2) 
- Prepared Positions (Big FAQ Two 2018 p. 4) 
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- Tactical Restraint (Big FAQ Two 2018 p. 4) 
- Bolter Discipline (Big FAQ 3) 
 
Take note that if certain rules are not present in the most recent big FAQ document, 
they still apply. An example of this is Psychic focus. New Big FAQ entries will always up-
date entries from previous big FAQ’s but they will not invalidate any of the other entries 
that appeared previously. 
 

28. Units on skimmer bases need a minimum stem height of 2 cm. Models that don’t have 
the proper stem height will be pulled for the duration of the tournament as soon as the 
discrepancy is noticed.  

MOVEMENT PHASE  

1. Units can only embark in the movement phase or with an action that specifically allows 
them to do so outside of the movement phase. 

2. If a unit is unable to re-establish coherency with its move, it cannot move. Note that the 
rules concerning unit coherency apply any time that a unit is moved, including charging, 
piling-in, consolidating, WTC. Again, if a unit cannot end such a move in unit coherency, 
it cannot make the move. 

3. If a flyer type unit cannot complete any kind of legal move, it is destroyed at its original 
starting position for explosion purposes and other special rules. 

4. When transports start their movement phase within 1 inch of enemy models, embarked 
passengers can freely disembark, following all the normal rules to do so, before the 
transport falls back and as such disembarking models are not subject to any of the 
fallback restrictions. 

5. A flyer can pivot even if it is completely surrounded by enemy models. 
6. You cannot surround your own transports with models and then disembark a model so 

it is auto-slain. 
7. For the purposes of determining whether a Flyer has moved over a certain unit, count it 

as doing so if any part of the flyers base has moved over said unit. 
8. Units with models that are unable to move, like units with models within 1 inch of 

enemy units that are blocked from moving, or units that do not have coherency, cannot 
embark onto a transport.  

9. Abilities that trigger in the movement phase when units ‘move over’ other units, like 
Void Mines from Razorwings or Stasis Bombs from Dark Talons, can be used on a unit 
with models currently within 1” of an enemy unit.  

10. When placing models and using wobbly model syndrome, the controlling player is free 
to place their model how they wish as long as there are no abstractions regarding the 
law of physics when they are placed (like placing a shadowsword or Mortarion on its 
side), and as long as it is balanced in such a way that a bump to the table doesn’t risk to 
dislodge/cause the model to fall from its position.  
 
In all instances where wobbly model would come into play the motto is: be reasonable, 
talk to your opponent, and try not to game the system. The referees will be harsh and 
hand out yellow cards for unsportsmanlike conduct to anyone trying to abuse this rule 
for a gameplay advantage. Players are encouraged to immediately seek referee assis-
tance if they feel their opponent is pushing the limits in regards to Wobbly Model Syn-
drome. 

11. Units without the fly ability that are trapped in combat (typically happens when a mod-
el is “tripointed” but can be caused by other factors as well), cannot fall back from 
combat if their only option would be to go up or down a level. Note that units that are 
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not tripointed could still fall back normally even by going down levels. This entry only 
concerns those units that would be stopped from moving out of combat normally. 

12. Units disembarking from a transport on the turn their transport arrives on the battle-
field as reinforcements are not affected by abilities such as “omni scramblers” but must 
stay away 9 inches from any enemy models as per usual. 

PSYCHIC PHASE, PSYKERS AND SPELLS  

1. Smite can be used on units within 1” of friendly units. 
2. Where models or units have abilities that allow them to deny a psychic power, as is the 

case for Necron Gloom Prism or Khorne Flesh Hounds for example, the deny the witch 
attempt is subject to the 24" range limitation unless the ability states another range. 

3. Psychic Powers cannot be cast when a unit with Psychic Abomination would be the 
target of a psychic power that works on the nearest unit. Do note that powers that do 
not directly affect the unit with Psychic Abomination, still take effect. This happens for 
instance when a unit that is the target of a charge or shooting attack from a unit with 
the psychic abomination rule would have altered characteristics, improved save, add 
modifiers to their rolls, and/or cause them to re-roll dice or any other such effect.   

4. Psychic Powers with the same name that are scattered across several books/releases 
and might even work on different keywords count as the same spell and cannot be cast 
more than once. This is the case for instance with Miasma of Pestilence from the 
Deathguard and Chaos Space Marines releases respectively. 

5. When Vortex Of Doom would affect multiple units, roll a separate D3 for each affected 
unit. 

6. A power is manifested when the target number is met, regardless if the power is 
cancelled by a stratagem or denied by a DTW roll, or a legal target can be found to 
resolve the power once manifested. 

SHOOTING PHASE  

1. Unless otherwise stated, Supercharged Plasma Guns that roll a 1 will kill a vehicle 

outright. 

2. Remember that the restriction on when you can fire at a character is checked on a 

model by model basis in the firing unit. Also remember the restriction on targeting 

characters is based on the wound characteristic on its profile and not its current 

wounds. 

3. Remember that weapons that do not use or need LOS can target characters (or units 

benefiting from effects such as the Shrouding psychic power) as long as they are the 

closest unit. Units targeted by units that do not need LOS, that are currently in terrain 

and out of LOS, will still benefit from cover if they fit all criteria to obtain cover. 

4. To determine LOS from a model and whether an enemy is obscured or not, consider 

every part of both models. A models base never comes into play when checking LOS, 

and is just used for range. Bear in mind that for models without a base, you check LOS 

to the model (this includes sponsons and turrets and the like), range from the weapon 

(this includes sponsons and turrets and the like) onto the hull (disregarding sponsons, 

turrets and the like). 

5. When a unit can fire twice, work out both shooting attacks immediately one after 

another before moving on to another unit, unless the power or ability states otherwise. 

The second attack can target another unit freely, unless stated otherwise. 
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6. When only characters with less than 10 wounds remain in an army, they can be freely 

targeted, including by weapons that do not need LOS. 

7. If a character couldn’t normally be selected as a target for being the nearest model (by 

being surrounded by another or more than one non-character units), this cannot be 

circumvented by being on a higher level even if technically all models would be equi-

distant to the character from the perspective of the shooting model/unit. This goes for 

models with the flyer battlefield role that land on top of a given unit by being placed on 

terrain for instance.  

8. Note that in order for a model in a unit to fire, it needs to fit the criteria to have both 

LOS and range to at least one specific model (this means: both have range and be in LOS 

to the same model) in the target unit. 

ASSAULT PHASE  

1. The player performing Overwatch actions decides in which order units shoot. 

2. Units that have a rule or ability to charge more than 2D6" such as the Brass 

Scorpion's 3D6" charge, or effects that grant +1 to charge moves or the like, are still 

only allowed to declare charges if they are within 12" from the enemy. 

3. Remember that a unit that charged can only fight the units it charged in the same turn. 

If you pile into another unit, you still cannot attack it until the next turn. This is 

important for units like Berserkers for instance. Even if they fight twice they still cannot 

allocate attacks to units they haven’t charged. 

4. Heroic Intervention only applies in your opponents charge phase regardless if your 

opponent declared a charge or not. A charging unit may not allocate attacks to a unit 

that joined combat by means of Heroic Intervention unless if the unit/character was 

also a target of the initial charge. A unit/character already within 1 inch of an enemy 

unit cannot perform a Heroic Intervention. Heroic intervention does not apply vs units 

with the flyer battlefield role unless the unit performing the intervention also has the 

Fly keyword. 

5. A unit cannot consolidate to be within 1 inch of an enemy flyer if it doesn’t have the fly 

keyword unless the flyer is in hover mode. 

6. Units completely out of LOS cannot be affected by overwatch fire unless the weapon 

allows for shooting at units out of LOS. 

7. If a character charges into a unit, it can be the subject of overwatch fire even though it 

is not the closest visible enemy unit. 

8. A unit that would no longer be in coherency due to overwatch or such can still opt to 

charge if the charge move will allow it to restore coherency. Similarly, if a unit finds 

itself out of coherency in the fight phase, models in that unit are still allowed to make 

any Pile In and/or Consolidation moves as long as they can restore coherency. If this is 

impossible, no model in the unit can move at all 

9. When two units are equidistant, the player controlling a unit can freely choose which 

unit to pile in towards. 

10. For interactions like determining the range and engagement for assaults that involve 

vehicles, including those with the hover rule, consider the hull to be the downward 

projection of its hull-features (disregarding sponsons, spikes, antennas, turrets, and so 

on) onto the floor (current level in case of vehicles with fly). In the case of interactions 

with other models, including other vehicle models, these can fit where they can fit (like 

underneath tank tracks), even if this would mean that would end up inside or on the 
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downward projection of the hull. This does not automatically lock the vehicles in 

combat, they can still move away from said models if they are able to move when 

considering all other factors. 

11. Remember that models within range of enemy units HAVE to strike when it is their turn 

to do so. 
12. When units attempting to charge an enemy unit are unable to do so because there is no 

space to fit them, wobbly model applies and the charge is counted as successful. This 
usually happens when units are 1 inch behind a wall, or completely locking a level on a 
terrain feature. Before moving any models, work out which and how many models 
would be eligible to strike and place them as close to their intended position as possi-
ble. If the situation is complex, make the charge roll, DO NOT MOVE ANY MODELS, and 
get a referee involved to work out the situation as best as possible. 

13. A unit cannot fall back from combat by moving up or down a wall or floor unless it has 
the Fly keyword. 

14. When units with the flyer battlefield role pile in, they may freely pivot and change their 
facing as part of doing so. 

15. Units making a heroic intervention must engage units whenever they are able to do so. 

MORALE  

1. Models fleeing as a result of a failed morale test cannot be brought back into the game 

by means of Reanimation Protocols, an Apothecary’s Narthecium, or any similar 

abilities. 

 STRATAGEMS  

1. Stratagems like ‘Indomitable Guardians’ and ‘Counter-Offensive’, that interrupt the al-
ternating flow of the fight phase, cannot be used in conjunction with each other to 
make units in your army fight one after the other. Stratagems like these never ‘stack’. 

2. Stratagems with the same name that are scattered across several books (like Veterans 
Of The Long War or Orbital Bombardment just to name a few but not the case for 
Webway Assault, Webway Strike and Webway Portal, which have a different name) are 
still considered the same stratagem even when they target different keywords, meaning 
only one instance of these stratagems may be played per phase/battle as the stratagem 
describes.  

3. Stratagems that allow you to buy extra relics can be used even if you didn’t or couldn’t 
choose to take a relic in your army in the first place. 

4. Stratagems will indicate when they can be used. Unless specified otherwise, they may 
not be used before the battle begins. As such, a command re-roll cannot be used before 
the battle for any sort of roll-offs, including seize the initiative. You cannot use your 
command re-roll stratagem to reroll opponents dice or reroll the dice to determine 
when the game ends.  

5. Unless they state otherwise, stratagems that do not list they target friendly or enemy 
models or units, can only be used on models or units from your own army. For example, 
in mirrormatches you are prohibited from using Tide Of Traitors on your opponents unit 
to remove it from the table, or using Linebreaker Bombardment on your opponents 
Vindicators, or any other interaction of the sort. 

6. Stratagems used at the start or end of the battle round do not count as happening with-
in a phase. Anything happening at the start or end of a turn counts as happening within 
a phase and is hence affected by not using a stratagem more than once per phase. 
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7. Rules, abilities, and weapons that ignore cover will also ignore the benefits of the Pre-
pared Positions Stratagem and other abilities or situations where a unit benefits from 
cover. 

8. Units that were embarked when Prepared Positions was activated but subsequently 
have to disembark will benefit from the stratagem during the first turn if all other re-
quirements are met. 

9. The Linebreaker Stratagem used by the different Space Marine chapters cannot be used 
if any of the Vindicators cannot shoot whether this is from being within 1” of enemy 
units, falling back or advancing or any other such condition that would apply.  

10. The counter-offensive stratagem changes the strike order and as such can negate abili-
ties, relics, warlord traits or powers that state a unit must strike last, as is the case for 
the Armour Of Russ, The Vexator Mask, Paroxysm, The Shattering Truth WLT or any oth-
er such interactions. 

 

TERRAIN AT THE WTC 

GENERAL TERRAIN CLARIFICATIONS  

1. When Units attempting to charge an enemy unit that is up on terrain are unable to do 
so because there is no space to place them within 1” of the enemy models, wobbly 
model applies. After resolving overwatch, calculate the necessary distance for the clos-
est charging model to travel in order to complete a charge, assuming it could be placed 
on the same level. If the charge distance is at least this much, the charge is considered 
successful and the units are considered to be engaged. Note that this only ever happens 
if your unit would be legally allowed to be placed there in the first place. Only models 
that should have been able to be placed within 1” of enemy models because of the 
charge roll can be elected to fight said unit this turn. Do not account for pile in moves. It 
helps to not actually move any models in the charge phase in this case and proceed to 
place models where they should be when the results have been determined and casual-
ties have been removed. 

2. Note that only models within 1” can fight with enemy models. This basically means you 
can only ever attack models on the same level if there is more than 1” distance be-
tween multi-level terrain. 

3. To determine whether a non-infantry model is 50% obscured in order to gain the bene-
fit of cover, you only receive the benefit of cover if at least 50% of every model is ob-
scured from the point of view of the shooting model. Shooting is performed on a per 
model basis, for ease of game play players should group firing models into ones that 
provide the target unit cover, and ones that do not, prior to firing (similar to firing dif-
ferent weapons) then roll in two batches.  
Example: A Rhino is touching, in or on a terrain feature classified as woods, and has a 
squad of terminators between it and the unit firing at it, obscuring 50% or more of the 
rhino. The rhino would benefit from cover. However, if three models in the firing unit 
can see the rhino without 50% obscurement, the shots from those three models would 
be rolled separately, and the rhino would not benefit from cover when making saves 
against them. Note that at the WTC, touching a terrain feature like a wall is enough for 
vehicles to be claimed as in or on terrain, due to the abstract nature and the quality of 
terrain we see at WTC events. 

FORTIFICATIONS  
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1. A unit that starts its move within 1" of a fortification part of the opposing army is not 
subject to the rules regarding Falling Back if there are no other enemy units embarked 
upon it or within 1”. 

2. Enemy models, just like friendly models, are allowed to move onto fortifications bought 
as part of the opposing army as long as it doesn’t have a transport capacity. 

MISSIONS, ARMY AND DEPLOYMENT CLARIFICATIONS 

MISSION CLARIFICATIONS  

1. When you draw the 'Priority Orders Received (66)' tactical objective, and draw an 
objective that requires multiple units to complete, such as 'Hold the Line (43)', or an 
objective that isn't completed using your own units, such as 'Psychological Warfare (55)' 
or 'Area Denial (54)', immediately redraw another card, put the drawn objective card 
back in your deck and immediately let your opponent reshuffle remaining cards. In  
'Spoils of War' , when the additional card from 'Priority Orders Received (66)' is in the 
11-26 range, your opponent can still score that card, in which case the bonus points are 
lost.  

2. Note that some objectives can be achieved on the opponents turn. This is the case for 
instance for psychological warfare and for defend objective X type cards. 

3. Note that unless specified otherwise, Tactical objective cards always start counting from 
the moment you draw them and cannot be scored retro-actively. 

4. Note that when placing objectives, they are always dropped in the same order. Place 
objective 1 first, followed by objective 2, … 

5. Objectives can only be placed on the ground floor of the battlefield. 
6. When a tactical objective cannot possibly be achieved, it may be immediately discarded 

and another card may be drawn. As an example this would be the case if the opponents 
army would entirely consist out of one or 2-man units with leadership 8 for instance 
when you draw psychological warfare. Since it cannot be achieved at any point in the 
game from the point the card is drawn you may discard and redraw. It is not the case for 
instance when you draw objective X and objective X is currently out of movement reach 
of any of your units even if the game would currently be on turn 7. The discarding is 
only ever a consequence of interactions with a specific army make-up at a given point in 
time and not of players choices during a game. Basically, if infinite turns would allow 
you to score the card, it cannot be discarded. 

7. Codex specific Tactical Objectives cannot be used at the WTC. Use the general deck 
instead. 

8. Limits of Command is in effect: You cannot use the re-rolls like the Command Re-roll 
Stratagem to affect Mission dice rolls. Mission dice rolls include any dice rolls that are 
made before the battle begins (such as those that determine who chooses deployment 
zones or who gets the first turn), those that must be made at the end of a battle round 
(such as rolls that determine if the battle ends) or any rolls that determine how many 
victory points are awarded to a player. 

9. When an objective secured type ability is in play when several units are on an objective, 
use non-objective secured models as a tie-breaker only in such cases where there are at 
least one objective secured unit from both players controlling the objective. In all other 
cases, the unit with the objective secured equivalent ability will control the objective. 

10. Witchunter can be scored when a psyker, or a unit with a psyker model or the psyker 
keyword, is destroyed. 

11. For interactions like determining if a vehicle (including those with the hover rule or 

similar) controls an objective, consider the hull to be the downward projection of its 
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hull-features (disregarding sponsons, spikes, antennas, turrets, and so on) onto the 

floor. 

ARMY  

1. Your army WARLORD cannot be a unit that does not count for VP conditions, like Tyra-
nid spores, nor can it be a unit that cannot be targeted like a Feculent Gnarlmaw. 

2. When supplying your armylist, it is mandatory to list which warlord trait and psychic 
powers your models will have. You MAY OPT to change warlord trait or psychic powers 
prior to any battle, but if you forget to discuss with your opponent pregame, you will 
default to what is listed on your list during the game. This way there can be no surprises 
during a game. 

3. It is WTC tournament etiquette to state how many command points you have in your 
army when: running through each other’s army list, when using or gaining command 
points during the game, ... Clearly state “I have XXX Command Points left now” when-
ever a CP use or gain happens in the game.   

DEPLOYMENT CLARIFICATIONS  

1. Models need to deploy fully within their deployment zone unless an ability states 
otherwise. 

2. When one deploys units onto the battlefield, whether this occurs at the beginning of 
the game or during the game when reinforcements arrive, remember you cannot place 
units in a position they wouldn't normally be able to move into. As an example, you 
cannot deploy a non-flying vehicle on the top level of a ruin. 

3. Units that can deploy via special abilities like a Nurglings Mischief Makers or the Eldar 
Stratagem Phantasm, or a Spawn that is generated via an ability or spell, still cannot 
place any models within an inch of enemy models. 
If both players have units that can be set up after both armies have deployed, or before 
the start of the first battleround, proceed to roll-off to decide who starts placing their 
units with that specific ability first, after which players alternate putting down units.    

SHADOWSPEAR  

VANGUARD MARINES CLARIFICATIONS  

1. The Crusader Helm only works for aura abilities that are listed as being ‘within X inches 
of this model’ (eg it does not work in conjunction with an omni-scrambler). 

DAEMONKIN  

1. The units listed in the Demonkin Codex cannot be drafted from the Thousand Sons or 
Death Guard Legions, or have the Fallen keyword. 

VIGILUS ABLAZE CLARIFICATIONS 

GENERAL  

1. When checking which unit is closest for the purpose of the “Tip Of The Spear” 
stratagem, consider only Black Legion units. 
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2. The orb of Unlife cannot be used when the bearer is within 1” of an enemy model or 
has fallen back or when other game situations occur where the model would not be 
able to shoot. 

3. The Sightless Helm also affects a Lord Discordant’s Hellstalker Attacks. 
4. Units affected by the Shattering Truth warlord trait can use the counter-offensive 

stratagem to break the order in which it is supposed to fight. 
5. The Tenebrous curse and stratagems like Tremor shells and Suppressive fire do not 

stack. Modify the movement only once. Round up the altered movement characteristic 
before working out the effect of Jaws of the World Wolf.  

VIGILUS DEFIANT CLARIFICATIONS 

GENERAL  

1. Roll for the strength and amount of shots for the Da Souped-Up Shokka every time it 
shoots. 

2. Liberators is the only stratagem from the Vigilus Defiant book accessible to units from 
an Indomitus Cruaders Special Detachment. 

PSYCHIC AWAKENING CLARIFICATIONS  

BLOOD OF THE PHOENIX  

1. When Drazhar charges into combat, his Murderous Assault rule allows him to be chosen 
to fight with twice in sequence, barring items, abilities or stratagems that break the 
chain of who gets picked to fight. 

2. Mortal wounds suffered by models benefiting from Dark Technomancers will be 
determined on a model by model level. Use colored dice or make separate attacks 
where this might be an issue. 

3. Withdraw only applies to Warp Spider units currently within 1 inch of enemy models. 
4. Witch Strike only applies to the model that cast the power. 
5. Obsession bonuses like Dark Technomancers, that modify a certain roll, do not carry 

over to the passengers in a transport. 

FAITH AND FURY  

1. Vox Scream can only be used to shut off auras that provide a bonus to a characteristic 
or a roll within X of a certain model, like Rites of Battle or the Ironstone. It has no effect 
on things like Operated Artillery or For The Greater Good /Saviour protocols or anything 
similar. 

2. Black Templars benefiting from Devout Push that end up within 1 inch of enemy models 
because of its pile-in, but without having charged, will not benefit from Shock assault 
but can be selected to fight with following the normal sequencing. 

3. Where Dour Duty comes into play, an AP characteristic of 0 would still be treated as AP 
0.  

4. I am Alpharius can be used to transfer a Warlord Trait to a CHARACTER that would 
already have a Warlord Trait via We Are Alpharius 

5. The artefacts and warlord traits specific to the legions can only be used if you have 
entire detachments of said legion. For instance, having a Word Bearer warlord in a 
mixed CSM detachment would not give you access to Word Bearer artefacts or warlord 
traits. You would need a Word Bearers Detachment for that. 
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6. Extra attacks generated by excess of violence cannot generate additional attacks when 
any casualties are made. 

BLOOD OF BAAL  

1. Announce the use of Feral Instincts at the start of the Fight Phase, before resolving any 
attacks. 

RITUAL OF THE DAMNED  

7. Cha’Qi’Thl’s Theorem can be used to negate the cost of any stratagem, even those not 
associated to any cult. 

THE GREATER GOOD  

1. TBA 

ADEPTA SORORITAS 

GENERAL  

1. The Battle Sanctum does not count as a ruin and LOS will not be blocked on its bottom 
floor. True LOS applies as it is a fortification. 

2. Miracle Dice can be used to substitute for a single roll for a model or unit. That means 
you can substitute two dice to make a certain charge roll for instance, or a single dice 
for a given hit roll in a batch of hits rolled for a multi-model (or single model) unit. 

3. Devastating Refrain is used BEFORE determining the type characteristic of any weapon 
involved in the shooting sequence. 

4. Fury and Faith can be used even if there hasn’t been a Deny The Witch attempt. 
5. Holy Trinity can be used when one or more of the weapon profiles would originate from 

a combi weapon. 
6. No miracle dice can be substituted when you make a re-roll for a certain dice-roll, even 

through the use of stratagems like command re-roll, when you decided not to use an 
Act Of Faith (miracle dice) prior to rolling the first die. 

7. Where the Ebon Chalice ‘Terrible Knowledge’ warlord trait is concerned, only the first 
die you gain at the start of the first battle round will be a 6.  The dice gained by traits 
such as Beacon of Faith will be subject to a roll to determine the value. 

ADEPTUS CUSTODES  

GENERAL  

1. When Unleash the Lions is used to split up a squad into separate units, each of those 
counts as a separate killpoint once they are destroyed from that moment on, 
disregarding prior casualties sustained. 

ADEPTUS MECHANICUS  

 GENERAL  
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1. Units affected by Phosphor Weapons cannot benefit from cover for wounds caused by 
those weapons. 

2. Litany of the Electromancer takes effect directly when the canticle is picked, either at 
the start of the battle round or whenever a canticle is changed during the game. Enemy 
units are only affected once per turn by the Litany. 

3. The Scryerskull can only be used when Dawn raid, Low Visibility or Cover Of Darkness 
rules are in play. The command point used allows you to perform a shooting attack 
ignoring the effects from aforementioned rules. It does not allow you to make extra 
shooting attacks in any phase.  

4. Benevolence of the Omnissiah (codex Adeptus Mechanicus) and Benevolence of the 
Machine God (codex Imperial Knights) do not count as the same stratagem. 

5. The Master of Biosplicing warlord trait is considered as a repair in all regards. As such, it 
can trigger Tech-Adept and can benefit from Necromechanic, just to name a few 
interactions. 

6. A tech priest manipulus that exchanges his Magrail Lance for a Transonic Cannon is 
basecost 85 points. 

7. The effects of Wrath of Mars last until the end of the shooting phase in which the 
stratagem is used. 

8. Daedalosus’ Omniscanner bonus can only be applied to attacks made against the unit 
that was targeted by the Omniscanner. Attacks made against another unit would not 
gain the benefit, even if the same model is splitting its shooting attacks between units. 

ASTRA MILITARUM 

GENERAL  

1. For every point of damage that would take Yarrick’s last wound, roll once for his Iron 
Will ability.  

2. Commander Pask can give orders to his own Leman Russ tank. 
3. Ratlings cannot use their Shoot Sharp and Scarper ability to move after firing overwatch 

and can never advance while using the ability. 
4. When using the ‘Ambush’ stratagem, note that it applies before units are ‘dropped’ and 

as such this implies that a unit being transported must be a Tallarn unit and counts 
towards being one of the three Tallarn units set up in Ambush. Tallarn tanks being set 
up this way can do so even if they carry sponsons and would not technically be able to 
be set up.   

5. Vostroyans using the ‘Repel The Enemy’ rule can fire all their non-pistol, non-grenade 
weapons, all their pistol weapons, or a grenade, following all the normal rules for 
shooting. 

6. ‘Overlapping fields of fire’ is checked on a model by model basis in a unit to determine 
if a +1 to hit applies to their target. Do not apply a blanket +1 to hit to an entire units 
shooting attacks when only some of the models in a unit are targeting the unit affected 
by the stratagem. Only one enemy unit can be chosen as the target of the stratagem.   

7. Only one of each vehicle equipment can be bought per vehicle. 
8. Units that do not have a ‘Regiment’ keyword, like Commissar Yarrick, can issue orders to 

any unit with the regiment keyword using the Master Of Command warlord trait.  
9. Resolve the first order fully before issuing a second, different order using the ‘Laurels Of 

Command’ relic. 
10. Once you joined two infantry squads via the ‘consolidate squads’ stratagem you cannot 

further use the stratagem on that consolidated unit. The consolidated unit will only 
yield one killpoint once it is destroyed. 
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11. A model with the Steel Behemoth rule cannot fire overwatch when it is already engaged 
in combat. Steel Behemoth allows the tank to target enemy units within 1” even if 
those units would be within 1” of other friendly units as well. 

12. A unit that advanced in the movement phase can still ‘move move move’ instead of 
shooting even though technically it cannot shoot. 

13. Kurov’s Aquila does not apply to stratagems used before the start of the battle like 
when purchasing additional relics. In addition, for stratagems used before the start of 
the first battleround, only proceed to roll when the character bearing the relic is on the 
battlefield when said stratagem is used. 

14. Only one Crusader squad can be affected by an Act of Faith per turn. 
15. Summary execution can be used for more than 1 unit that happens to fail a morale test 

within 6” of a commissar, and not just for the first unit that fails morale. 

BLOOD ANGELS  

GENERAL  

1. Blood Angels infantry and BA biker units within 6" of a Sanguinary Priest and Brother 
Corbulo only get +1 to their Strength characteristic. Do not apply the bonuses from the 
Blood Chalice and The Red Grail abilities together. 

2. The Sanguinary Priest's Blood Chalice and Narthecium and Brother Corbulo's 
Narthecium/Red Grail only affect friendly BLOOD ANGELS INFANTRY or BLOOD ANGELS 
BIKER units. 

3. The Visions Of Sanguinius stratagem can be freely used before the start of the game 
even though it was not mentioned on your armylist prior to the start of the event. 

CHAOS DAEMONS  

GENERAL  

1. Any model with the Nurgle and Daemons keywords will add to Epidemius’ Tally of 
Pestilence. The tally of pestilence ability only works when Epidemius is on the table. 

2. The Horrors from a Burning Chariot do not add any bonus besides granting the irritating 
chant ability. Range for the ability is checked from the chariots base. 

3. Once cast, Virulent Blessing lasts until the start of the next psychic phase.  
4. A Feculent Gnarlmaw placed by Horticulus Slimux costs reinforcement points as it is a 

new unit. It cannot be summoned via Daemonic Rituals. 
5. A unit of Plaguebearers under the effect of the Locus of Virulence and Virulent Blessing 

would be doing 4 damage for each wound inflicted that fulfills the criteria. 
6. Where the Crimson Crown would interact with Death To The False Emperor, work out 

any extra attacks separately as they cannot generate extra attacks. 
7. Warp surge and Ephemeral form do not allow one’s save to be better than a 3++ at any 

given time. Even in conjunction with the Impossible Robe, rolls of 1 and 2 are still failed 
saves. 

8. Chaos Daemon stratagems only work on Faction Daemon keyword models. This 
includes auras obtained by stratagems like Aura of Conjuration. The auras only ever 
apply to faction Daemon models. 

9. Where Sloppity Bilepipers “Disease of Mirth” interacts with a harlequins Silent Shroud 
Masque or any similar effect, disregard both abilities. Instead, the plague bearers roll 1 
dice when making their morale test. 

10. Gaze of fate allows you to re-roll a single dice, not an entire dice-roll. 
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11. Note that any horrors that are generated when they split cannot be placed within 1 inch 
of enemy units at the moment they are generated. 

12. When SY’ll Esske does not actually move as part of a consolidation move (by being in 
B2B contact for instance) she will still have finished a consolidation move in the fight 
phase and will be able to fight again. When she selects a new target, this can be any 
legal target, even the one she had attacked previously. 

13. Units under the effect of the Forbidden Gem cannot act until the phase it applies to is 
completely done. This precludes abilities, stratagems or other things that may take 
effect at the end of any phase to circumvent the effect of the Forbidden Gem. In 
essence, the effect of the forbidden gem lasts until the next phase begins. 

CRAFTWORLD ELDAR  

GENERAL  

1. When using Battle focus, the unit can shoot with rapid fire, assault or pistols without 
any modifier if it is making an advance. Remember that the unit still is affected by a -1 
for shooting with a heavy weapon while moving and cannot shoot with heavy weaponry 

at all while advancing.  
2. A Wave Serpents Serpent Shield ability can only be used in the owning players shooting 

phase to function as a weapon. 
3. When Fortune is cast on a unit that already benefits from Spirit Stones, simply apply the 

best modifier/save. Abilities like these never stack. 
4. Apply Fortune after all wounds have been allocated to a model, this means after 

applying (multiple) damage. 
5. An Autarch does have to pay for his Forceshield. 
6. Swooping Hawks do not count destroyed if they skyleap as long as they arrived before 

the end of the third battleround. The unit will count as destroyed if they are not on the 
table when the battle ends. 

7. A unit may use its warpjump generator when falling back. 
8. The Eldar Bonesinger datasheet can be used at the WTC. 
9. The Path Of Command can only be used for command points spent by the player 

invoking the Warlord Trait. 
10. When using Phantasm and setting up units again, they cannot be set up elsewhere than 

on the battlefield even if the unit has an ability that would allow it, as locale for setup 
cannot be changed. 

11. The use of Phantasm needs to be declared after both sides are deployed, at the 
beginning of the first battleround but before the start of the first turn. Eldar players 
need to state they will use Phantasm before any potential dice-off has occurred to 
determine who gets to setup units outside of the normal deployment phase, like those 
occurring before the start of the first turn. In case of an Eldar on Eldar game, if one 
player does not declare the use of Phantasm, the player making use of the Stratagem 
sets up his units before continuing the roll-off. If both players declare, the roll-off to 
determine who gets to setup units outside of the normal deployment phase decides 
who gets to set up a unit via phantasm first. Alternate units making use of phantasm 
before proceeding to other units that are setup before the start of the first turn. 

12. Fire and Fade cannot be used when a unit is engaged in combat. 
13. The Yncarne can heroically intervene on the turn it is setup. 
14. When setting up an Aeldari Webway Gate, place it so that the distance between the 

two nearest parts of the model that are on the table are 5" apart. 
15. When casting runes of battle, whether the power is successfully manifested or not, and 

is subsequently dispelled or not (whether through a deny the witch roll or Stratagems 
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such as “Steel Mind, Iron Logic”), the Eldar player needs to declare which effect was 
chosen for the power as that effect cannot be chosen again this phase.  

DARK ANGELS  

GENERAL  

1. Asmodai's Exemplar of Hate, Ezekiel's Book of Salvation, and a Deathwing/Ravenwing 
Apothecary's Narthecium only affect friendly DARK ANGELS INFANTRY or DARK ANGELS 
BIKER units. 

2. The Secret Agenda Stratagem is not in play at the WTC. 

DEATHWATCH 

GENERAL  

1. Passengers from open topped transports targeting a Corvus Blackstar with an Infernum 
halo-launcher will also suffer an additional –1 to hit. 

2. When a Xenophase Bade would interact with a Shadowfield, all the successful 
shadowfield saves must be rerolled. 

3. When Atonement Through Honour comes into play, players have to engage their 
models by bringing them within 1” of enemy models whenever they are able to. 

4. Mixed units that also comprise biker models cannot benefit from the Teleportarium 
stratagem nor the Beacon Angelis. 

DRUKHARI  

GENERAL  

1. An Archon will not lose its shadowfield save when it suffers a mortal wound. 
2. State on your armylist if Combat Drugs will be determined randomly. In any other 

instance, Combat Drugs chosen need to be listed on the armylist but can be changed 
freely before the battle subject to the restrictions mentioned on page 87 of the 
Drukhari Codex. Note that you must cycle through all 6 of the combat drugs before you 
can choose a bonus that has already been taken by another unit. This also applies after 
the first 6 combat drugs are chosen, then the cycle starts again until all 6 are chosen 
again, and so on. 

3. The Master of Pain ability does not work cumulative. Apply the bonus once regardless 
how many haemonculi or characters with the ability are in range. 

4. For Alliance of Agony to be used, a haemonculus AND a Succubus must be chosen (and 
thus present) in your army. Multiple warlord traits chosen this way are not cumulative 
unless specifically stated so (meaning that even if you have multiple choices of 
Diabolical Soothsayer, you will only ever generate D3 command points extra). 

5. Stratagems that are used at the start of the battleround, like Architects of Pain or 
Hyperstimm Backlash, can only be used once each battleround. 

6. Check after making all the attacks with an Ossefactor if the conditions are met to make 
the roll to see if the unit suffers one additional mortal wound. 

7. Where No Escape is concerned, do reroll the dice in case of a tie until the roll-off has a 
decisive winner. 

8. Agents of Vect can be used to counter Agents of Vect being played. 
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9. When a 2-5 is rolled for Agents of Vect, the CP’s for your opponent do not count as 
spent. Do not roll to recuperate those CP with warlord traits, relics, or abilities. 

10. In cases where Agents of Vects interacts with one-use stratagems, the stratagem does 
not count as used as long as its effects haven’t been resolved. 

11. Units with the Airborne rule from a Red Grief Cult Detachment still cannot perform 
charge moves. 

12. When a roll-off occurs to see if a unit can fall back from combat via the No Escape rule, 
and a player announces the use of a re-roll (via a CP or otherwise), the other player 
must decide if he will also re-roll the dice (via a CP or otherwise) BEFORE any of the re-
roll results have been determined.  

13. Units embarked on open topped transports can use their innate rules like is the case for 
Kabal units rerolling 1’s for poisoned weapons when being from the Poisoned Tongue.  

GENESTEALER CULT  

GENERAL  

1. When using Telepathic Summons, the necessary reinforcement points need to be free in 
order to be able to set up the unit. Units that enter play this way can freely do so as 
from turn 1. 

2. The Brood Telepathy and Cult Demagogue abilities stack for Cult Genestealer units. 
3. The Lurk in the shadows stratagem can only be used in your opponents shooting phase. 

Weapons that don’t need line of sight ignore the “visible” part of the stratagem. 
4. You can include a Tyranid Detachment, an Astra Militarum/Brood Brothers and a GSC 

Detachment in the same army. 
5. When a GSC’s opponent has the first turn, no units can move within 9 inches of ambush 

markers. This includes start of the battleround movement actions like ‘Forlorn Fury’ and 
units that are set up again via other means like Dark Matter Crystal, Da Jump, or any 
other such interactions. If due to some other rules interactions it would be impossible 
to set up a GSC unit from an ambush marker like an Infiltrator Squads Omni Scramblers 
or a Clamavus’ Scrambler Array, then the unit counts as destroyed. 

6. Wounds generated by Mental Onslaught must be applied to previously wounded mod-
els in the unit if one or more is present. 

7. A patriarch can only ever cast one additional power regardless of the number of famili-
ars that accompany it. 

8. Clandestine Goals is not in play at the WTC. 
9. Extra attacks from Overthrow The Oppressors made with a power pick will generate the 

extra rending claw attack as well. 
10. Units affected by Mass Hypnosis can use the counter-offensive stratagem to break the 

chain of when they are supposed to fight. 
11. Units and models setting up from a blip marker cannot do so outside of their 

deployment zone in their 1st turn. 

GREY KNIGHTS  

GENERAL  

1. A unit redeploying by using the Gate counts as having moved. 
2. Heed The Prognosticars can only be used on units that are currently on the battlefield. 

HARLEQUINS  
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GENERAL  

1. Where Sloppity Bilepipers “Disease of Mirth” interacts with a harlequins Silent Shroud 
Masque, disregard both abilities. Instead, the plague bearers roll 1 dice when making 
their morale test. 

HERETIC ASTARTES  

GENERAL  

1. Tide of Traitors does not require reinforcement points to be paid. 
2. When Lord Of Terror would interact with ATSKNF, the space marine player must reroll 

both die. 
3. Any CSM Detachment can include Fabius Bile without losing its legion trait. Ignore 

Fabius Bile when determining if you have the necessary keywords to make up a CSM 
Detachment. 

4. Eye of Night cannot be used on characters that are also vehicles unless if they are the 
closest enemy model to the relic-bearer. 

5. A model with mecha serpents may benefit from rules that generate additional hits. 

HERETIC ASTARTES – FACTION DEATH GUARD  

GENERAL  

1. Curse of the Walking Pox can bring a unit of Poxwalkers above their starting strength 
but reinforcement points need to be paid for each model added. 

2. Mortarion's 'Host of Plagues' triggers in each players Fight Phase. 
3. The 'Fugaris' Helm' only extends aura abilities themselves. An aura ability is any ability 

that states “within X inches of this model” or the likes. For instance, the Lord of 
Contagion's Nurgle's Gift ability stating that All DEATH GUARD units within 7" of a 
friendly Lord of Contagion are affected, would extend to 10 inches instead. It does not 
have any bearing on range checks. For instance, the Nurgle’s Gift tells you to roll a dice 
for each enemy unit that is within 1" of any affected friendly units...'. That range is NOT 
extended to 4 inches because of the Fugaris Helm. Also note it has no bearing on 
warlord traits and psychic powers as those are not listed in the unit’s datasheet. 

4. A unit under the effect of Cloud of Flies can be overwatched even when there is a 
friendly unit closer to the enemy unit that is being charged. 

HERETIC ASTARTES – FACTION EMPERORS CHILDREN  

GENERAL  

1. Note that the Music of the Apocalypse ability is only triggered by things that count as 
an attack. It wouldn’t trigger off of Fabius Bile's Enhanced Warriors ability for instance. 
If MOTA comes into play outside of the shooting phase, Noise Marines are still not able 
to target enemy characters that aren't the closest model. MOTA is not triggered when 
models flee the battlefield as a result of a failed morale test. 

HERETIC ASTARTES – FACTION THOUSAND SONS  
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GENERAL  

1. The aspiring sorcerer also benefits from All Is Dust. 
2. Magnus’ Primarch of the Thousand Sons ability only applies to dice rolled to see if the 

psychic test is manifested or not, you do not get to reroll dice when resolving the 
manifesting power as a result of Magnus’ ability. 

3. Brotherhood of Sorcerers only increases ranges for the target of the spells, not for its 
effects. For instance, do not apply wounds for models within 9 inches of a target of 
Infernal Gaze. The range described in the spell to apply mortal wounds remains 3 
inches. 

4. Gaze of fate allows you to re-roll a single dice from any roll you have made. 

HERETIC ASTARTES – FACTION WORLD EATERS  

GENERAL  

1. Kharn himself will never be affected by his ‘The Betrayer’ Rule. 
2. When Khorne Berserkers charge, resolve their Blood For the Blood God rule as follows: 

the unit is selected to fight twice as a separate unit having charged that turn. In case the 
unit did not charge, it can be selected to fight twice per the normal Fight Sequence. 

IMPERIAL KNIGHTS  

GENERAL  

1. Benevolence of the Omnissiah (codex Adeptus Mechanicus) and Benevolence of the 
Machine God (codex Imperial Knights) do not count as the same stratagem. 

INQUISITION  

GENERAL  

1. Greyfax’s Psyocculum rule does not override the restrictions on powers like Smite. 
2. When a Daemonhost is included as part of an Inquisition unit, the army as a whole 

would lose bonuses such as chapter tactics, …. Pay the points on your armylist in case 
you intend to use Malus Codicium to set up Eisenhorn’s Daemonhost during a game. 

NECRONS 

GENERAL  

1. Multi-wound models returning via Reanimation Protocols do so with their full wound 
complement. 

2. Any unit that benefits from a Ghost Arc’s Repair Barge rule can only do so once per 
turn. 

3. If the C'tan Shard of the Deceiver's Grand Illusion ability is used to redeploy a transport, 
the disembarking passengers are also not allowed to charge in their first turn. 

4. State on your armylist if powers of the C’Tan will be determined randomly. In any other 
instance, these powers need to be listed on the armylist but can be changed freely 
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before the battle subject to the restrictions mentioned on page 113 of the Necron 
Codex. 

5. Powers of the C’Tan are not subject to the rules for shooting and hence cannot be used 
in overwatch. 

6. A Tesseract Vault cannot cast the same power of the CTan twice per turn. 
7. When checking each enemy unit within 6” for Imotekh’s Lord of the Storm ability, apply 

the effect to every other unit than the initial target. 
8. Units set up via Eternity Gate and Invasion Beams are subject to the Tactical Reserves 

Beta Match Play rules. 

OFFICIO ASSASSINORUM  

CULEXUS 

1. The Culexus’ Etherium rule is subject to to-hit modifiers. 

CALLIDUS  

1. The Callidus’ reign of confusion ability does work even when the model is not currently 
set up on the battlefield.  

GENERAL  

1. You cannot use Operative Requisition Sanctioned in an army that includes any units 
with the Chaos or Heretic Astartes keywords, or in armies that do not at least have 1 
detachment entirely consisting of models with the Imperium keyword.   

2. Priority Threat Neutralised can be used even if the unit that has slain the character 
would be currently embarked. 

ORKS  

GENERAL  

1. Passengers of a Battlewagon do not benefit from Mobile Fortress. 
2. When Flash Gitz's Gun-crazy Showoffs rule comes into play, target the nearest enemy 

unit that is not within 1" of a friendly Ork unit. 
3. The turn Mob Up is used, keep track of effects that apply to specific models (one of the 

units may be under the effect of Doom or Mindwipe or the like). If one of the units that 
mobbed up advanced that turn, the entire mobbed up unit is prohibited from charging 
that turn. The same counts for other such restrictions and interactions. The mobbed 
unit will only yield one killpoint once it is destroyed. 

4. When manifesting Da Krunch, allocate and resolve mortal wounds generated by the first 
roll before proceeding to roll 2D6 and resolving the second sets of mortal wounds if the 
roll is 10+. 

5. A model using Shokk Tunnel counts as having advanced for all rules purposes after 
being set up again. It cannot benefit from ‘Drive By Krumpin’ after having used ‘Shock 
Tunnel’. 

6. GrWTChin units cannot benefit from stratagems that don’t target grWTChin units 
directly like is the case for ‘Monster Hunter’. 

7. Units embarked upon transports that are open topped can make use of use their 
DakkaDakkaDakka rule. 
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8. Ork Mek Guns need to be fielded with their complement of GrWTChin as they can be 
interacted with in-game. 

9. When using the Kunning but Brutal WLT, only same <clan> units as your warlord can be 
redeployed. 

SPACE MARINES  

GENERAL  

1. When making use of the ‘Rapid Redeployment’ Stratagem, Ultramarine units that can 
benefit from special deployment rules still have to be set up in their deployment zone. 

2. The Space Marine Stratagem "Hunter-Slayer Missile" does not override the restriction 
on targeting a character under ten wounds. 

3. White Scars units making use of Encirclement count as having moved their maximum 
movement distance.  

4. The Tome of Malcador allows a Librarian to take a power from a discipline he had not 
chosen at the start of the battle. 

5. The Incursors Multi-Spectrum Array affects both positive and negative modifiers. 
6. Tremor Shells and Psychic Shackles do stack. Apply both modifiers before rounding up 

or down. A unit that is ‘shaken’ by tremorshells will be slowed for every action listed, 
whether they apply in the movement phase or not. 

7. A unit using Hungry for Battle that benefits from a set value move bonus when it 
advances, will still get the +1. 

8. A model in Phobos armour that takes a relic armour will still benefit from any Phobos-
associated rules. 

9. When Iron Father Feirros uses his Signum Array ability to bestow a BS of 2+ upon a unit, 
that unit is still subject to modifiers to it BS.  

10. The Raven Guard Master of Ambush warlord trait can be used in conjunction with the 
Infiltrators Stratagem 

11. A successor chapter cannot have more than two Successor Tactics, even in different 
detachments.  

12. Crimson Fists armies/detachments must use the chapter tactics printed in the codex  
13. An Imperial Fist successor chapter (this includes Crimson Fists) can never make use of 

the Siegebreaker Cohort specialist detachment. 
14. Guilliman counts as being slain when he fails the roll for Armour of Fate or when he gets 

reduced to 0 wounds a second time in a game. As such, he can only benefit from Only In 
Death Does Duty End when he fails the roll for his armour of fate ability or when he has 
been reduced to 0 wounds for the second time. 

15. Regarding the Astartes Banner or the Relic upgrade for it, it is acceptable to tactically 
pull models as casualties from combat so the unit is no longer engaged within 1”, 
leaving subsequent models that are removed as casualties able to shoot the unit it was 
previously engaged with. Fast Dice rolling is not mandatory in cases like these where 
the order in which models are pulled might make a difference. When the banner is used 
in overwatch, either by receiving casualties from an enemy unit shooting overwatch at 
it, or models from the unit overheating their guns or some such, the shots generated by 
the banner are always resolved at a normal ballistic skill as if it were the shooting phase. 

16. If a unit with Shock assault was declared as the target of a charge, and the charge would 
fail, because the unit in question would be destroyed in overwatch, or the charge roll 
would be insufficient, the unit declared as target of the charge does not benefit from 
Shock Assault. 
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17. Remember that the limitation of refunding or gaining one CP per battle round applies 
regardless of the source. You cannot for instance combine CP gain from both Adept of 
the Codex and Scryer’s Gaze. 

18. Determine if a unit under the effect of Transhuman Physiology was wounded after any 
potential to wound re-rolls for an attack have been made. 

19. Units redeploying via Lord/Princeps of Deceit must do so in their own deployment zone. 
20. Psysteel Armor had no effect on saves generated from a void shield. 
21. Were Master Artisans would interact with abilities such as the Astartes Banner one 

from a company ancient, only one model from the unit can benefit during a given 
phase. 

22. Hero of the chapter cannot be used to give named characters Warlord traits other than 
the ones specifically listed for these characters in their respective publication. 

23. When Catechism of Fire comes into play, only consider the closest unit as soon as the 
model benefiting from the litany starts to shoot. If that unit dies and there are still shots 
to be resolved, the +1 does no longer apply. 

SPACE WOLVES  

GENERAL  

1. Units affected by the Armour of Russ can use the counter-offensive stratagem to break 
the chain of when they are supposed to fight. 

2. Announce the use of Keen Senses when you pick a unit to shoot with, prior to choosing 
a target. 

TAU 

 GENERAL  

1. A drone controller does not affect the to-hit roll required when performing Overwatch. 
2. A Stimulant Injector works like Disgustingly Resilient. 
3. A Nova Reactor wound cannot be re-directed via Saviour Protocols. 
4. Wounds can be redirected via Saviour Protocols even if the model redirecting the 

wounds would already have suffered wounds.  
5. Check for the range of Invocation Of Elements when range for the ability comes into 

play. Check range in the movement phase for Zephyrs Grace, morale phase for Calm of 
Tides, in the shooting phase for Storm of Fire and when a unit suffers a wound for Sense 
of Stone. 

6. Drones that can accompany units may benefit from special rules that allow the parent 
unit to set up in a special manner, like is the case for Manta Strike. For the purpose of 
deploying units, the Drones do not count as an extra drop or the 50% reinforcements 
rule as they only count as a separate unit after they have set up. 

7. A Dal’yth Sept unit can benefit from Adaptive Camouflage in its first turn when going 
second. 

8. A Breacher Team can make use of ‘Breach and Clear!’ when an enemy unit is in cover, 
even when using a markerlight to negate the bonus to said enemy units saving throw. 

9. Only one enemy unit can be the target of focused fire. Define which unit is the target 
when declaring the use of the stratagem.  

10. Any Tau Commander can only take 4 weapon systems. 
11. A DS8 Tactical Support Turret is removed as soon as the strike team loses coherency. A 

support turret remains in play when it is the sole remaining survivor of the unit. 
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12. Drones bought for other units do not count for the "rule of 3" since they're bought as 
wargear for that unit. 

13. Longstrike’s Fire Caste Exemplar rule applies to any hammerhead, with the TX7 
designation or otherwise. 

14. When an Orbital Ion Beam can affect units on different levels of terrain, the Tau player 
can choose a level that is affected. 

15. Models that benefit from Mont’ka can also make use of Storm of Fire, counting as if 
they remained stationary.  

16. After the attack sequence ends, Tau players can take any damage prevention rolls that 
apply to the drones as a result of savior protocols. Note that attacks that generate 
mortal wounds like Hellfire Shells or Flakk Missiles cannot be subject to Savior 
Protocols. When wound rolls occur that fail to wound the original target, apply the any 
mortal wounds generated by the attack to the original target. For the sake of Saviour 
Protocols, a wound roll is successful if the attack successfully wounds. This means 
wounds generated by attacks that have an alternative way to wound roll, like smasha 
gunz, can still be the target of a saviour protocol roll. 

TYRANIDS 

GENERAL  

1. Tervigons need to pay for their Stinger Salvo. 
2. As long as a Mawloc has arrived before the end of the third battle round, the burrowing 

ability can be used after the third battle round 3. The Mawloc will count as destroyed if 
he is not on the table when the battle ends. 

3. Old One Eye is affected by his Alpha Leader ability. 
4. Having more than 2 pairs of Scything Talons or Massive Scything Talons does not 

provide any other bonus attacks. 
5. A Broodlord is affected by the Brood Telepathy ability. 
6. Units that spawn a Spore Mine on a miss do not need to pay reinforcement points for it. 

Spore mines generated during the battle are subject to the Living Bombs rule and will 
not award any VP’s nor count towards the killpoint scoring. 

7. A Tyrannocyte can only ever carry one unit. 
8. Only units with the Hive Fleet keyword can be the target of Catalyst or Dominion. 
9. A unit under the effect of Onslaught still cannot charge when it had used the Metabolic 

Overdrive stratagem. 
10. When using the Enemy Below stratagem, the Jormungandr unit can follow any Mawloc, 

Ravener or Trygon from the tunnels regardless of their hivefleet keyword. 
11. The Hive fleet Kraken adaptation lets units fall back and charge, as well as rolling 3D6 

for advances picking the highest result. It does not confer permission to advance and 
charge. 

12. A unit under the effects of the Paroxysm psychic power can still use the Counter-
Offensive Stratagem to break the chain of when it is supposed to fight. 

13. A unit under the effect of ‘Onslaught’ can fire heavy weapons even if it advanced. 
 

YNNARI AELDARI  

GENERAL  

1. When using the Inevitable Fate stratagem, players can opt to not re-roll successful 
wound rolls. 
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2. Ynnead’s Net can only be used during the Ynnari players’ turn. 
3. The Yncarne’s Summoned By Death ability is affected by Omni Scramblers or any other 

such interaction. It can be the target of stratagems and abilities such as Auspex Scan. 
 


